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In Appreciation 
MESSAGE FROM THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR INSTITUTIONAL ADVANCEMENT 
Dear Bridgewater College Family: 
We are gateful for the steadfast support st-own by Bridgewater College's alumni, frierds 
ard parerts during fiscal )ear 2019-20. We were especially heartened by the outpouring 
of support for scholarships. In an unusual )ear beset with fincncial challenges imposed 
by COVID-19, our caring Bridgewater family recognized that the need for student 
scholarships-particularly current scholarships-has never been higher. 
In addition, donors generously ga-..e to research ard internship opportunities for 
learningouside of the classroom, capital projects, and athletic teams and programs. In 
the comngyear, the Ofh:e of lnslitutbnalAch,encement will continue to focus on these 
areas to help 54'.)port the College's mission to prepare our sluderts to become et!Kal and compassionate 
leaders in their communities as they find professional ard personal fulfillment. Yotx partnership makes our work 
possible. Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
��c.J�--
Maureen C. Silva, Ph.D. 
MESSAGE FROM THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR FINANCE AND TREASURER 
Dear BC Community of Supporters: 
In unprecedented times, such as we experienced in fiscal year 2019-2020, the long­
term importance of philarth:opic support comes sharply irto focus. Because of donor 
support. Bridgewater Colegewas able to achieve remarkable new heights this past f iscal
year, inducing the opening of the John Kemy Forrer Learning Commons. Al the same 
time, we completed a host of other infrastru:ture ard prog@mrnatic improvements 
across campus while also increasing student support. 
You will fird details of 0tx operating budget ard the Brdgewater College Endowment 
on the opposite page. Due to careful investment, our endowment remains robust and 
forms the core of the College's f inancial strengthard stability. Because of it, our historically prudent fiscal 
management o-.erall, ard the contnuing support of our donors. we are poised to make an even greater impact 
in the coming )ears. Thank you.
Sncerely, 
Anne B. Keeler 
OnthecO'VE'f: The Jcht> � Forrer LearringComm::;ins, which opened in February2f.J20. is be lits1 Wlding on �·s campus» be P.Xlded prim:srily 
�'JI, piOU1e ,:tn1onlropy. This state-of•1he<St1 fadNryi'S now 1t.e-cen,e,rpk<eof&idgewo,etC0Nege's aasdem«:. ccmmU"ll1y end has qlidt}ybeo:,,me a favoti,e 
pla<J? kx students,-,�- a>Nabofateand learf'l. 
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Instruction: $12,610,118 
■ Academic Support: $6,702,065 
■ Student Services: $12,692,074 
■ Institutional Support: $7,151,162 
■ Auxiliary Services: $10,491,783 
Net Tuition and Fees: $19,303,988 
■ Contributions: $1,518,290 
■ Investment Income: $4,869,193 
■ Auxiliary Services: $15,520,492 
■ COVID-19 Specific Grants: $2,469,979 
■ Grants and Other: $1,476,101
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Paying it Forward 
Kennesha Parker '20 knows the value of helping others 
ATlHE CENTER OF EVERYTHING KENNESHA PARKER 
'20 does is her goal of helping people. From "°lunteer­
ing both on and off campus to her roles as a resident 
adviser and student ambassador and aspiration to 
become a homicide detective after college, Parker said 
Bridgewater College "set me up to be the person I 
want to be." 
Parker, who majored in English with a minor in cr imi­
nal justice, initially thought she'd attend school closer to 
her hometown of Laurel, Md., but visiting Bridgewater 
changed e-..erything. She made new friends during her 
visit and admired the atmosphere on campus. She felt 
like she was home. 
" I  had the best four years of my life at this college," 
she said. 
Parker, a self-described "people person," paid that 
sentiment forward in many ways while on campus, 
but most noticeably perhaps as a student ambassador 
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"Being part of the Student Support Foundation taught me that, even if it wasn't apparent on the 
outside, many of my peers were struggling. Being able to help in some small way was so gratifying. 
That's what philanthropy is all about." 
in which she led tours for prospective students and 
their families. In summer, as president of Bridgewater's 
Student Ambassadors Association, Parker attended 
a student ambassador conference in Albuquerque, 
N.M. She was inspired by several of the sessions she
attended, and afterward helped the College's student
ambassador program reach another level by increasing
recruitment for new ambassadors and implementing a
mentor/mentee system. In the fall semester of her se­
nior year, she helped institute a new tour route system
during open houses.
"We formulate people's ideas about Bridgewater in 
hopes that they will want to connect with us and with 
the campus because of how we are describing our own 
personal experiences," Parker said. 
In November 2019, Parker, a resident adviser since 
her sophomore year, presented at the Virginia Associa­
tion of College and University Housing Officers confer­
ence. Parker's presentation on "Make it Clear: Setting 
Boundaries for Healthy Relationships" was voted third­
best presentation of the entire conference. 
"Being an R.A. instilled in me leadership skills but also 
made me realize I was making an impact," she said. 
Another way Parker made a difference on campus 
CLASS OF 1971 ESTABLISHES CURRENT SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
Reunion class gifts, presented to the College's president during a 
class's 50th reunion celebration, have generated more than $4 million 
of support for Bridgewater College and its students over the years. 
Traditionally, these generous reunion gifts have tended to support 
endowed scholarships or capital projects. 
After meeting with President Bushman and hearing first-hand his 
perspective on the College's most pressing needs and vision for the 
future, the Class of 1971 Reunion Committee was inspired to offer a 
class gift that was a little different. 
The Reunion Committee has established the Class of 1971 Scholar­
ship Fund as a Current Scholarship Fund' in which 100% of funds 
are distributed as scholarships. The scholarship-the first of its kind 
established at BC by a class in reunion-will have immediate impact on 
students. 
"When we began our planning, it became evident that we are 
living in different times because of the pandemic," said Lorraine Bit­
tinger Lineweaver '71, a reunion committee member. "Many of these 
changes are affecting day-to-day operations at colleges across the 
nation, as well as our reunion plans. But this global crisis has deeper 
impacts for today's students-many of whom are feeling the financial 
effects on family income or jobs. We hope that the Class of 1971 Schol­
arship Fund will enable students to begin or continue their Bridgewa­
ter College experience, despite the difficult situations they are facing." 
- Kennesha Parker '20
was through her involvement with BC's Student Support 
Foundation (SSF). The SSF, one of 15 chapters across the 
country, was created by the Morgridge Family Founda­
tion -MFF- (also a lead donor of the John Kenny Forrer 
Learning Commons) to help students gain hands-on 
experience with philanthropy. The SSF student board 
is empowered to distribute grant money (either to 
individual students or clubs and organizations pursuing 
service projects) and by doing so learn what philan­
thropic causes inspire them. 
As fundraising chair of BC's SSF, Parker was instrumen­
tal in raising the matching dollars, through raffles and 
other fund raising activities, required of each chapter by 
the MFF. In fall 2019, Parker attended the Florida summit 
for all Student Support Foundation chapters. Members 
of each school had the opportunity to share their ap­
proaches to funding projects, and were inspired on 
how to make an even bigger impact. 
"Being part of the Student Support Foundation taught 
me that, even if it wasn't apparent on the outside, many 
of my peers were struggling," Parker said. "Being able 
to help in some small way was so gratifying. That's what 
philanthropy is all about:' 
By creating this fund, the Class hopes to raise awareness of the criti­
cal importance of investing in current scholarships both for students 
and for the future of the College. To make a gift, contact Colby Horne, 
Senior Director of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving, at 540-828-
5745 or chorne@bridgewater.edu. 
*CURRENT SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS
With the Bridgewater College Endowment valued at nearly $92 million 
as of June 30, 2020-a strong position, particularly for an institution of 
our size-BC is able to expand its focus to include current scholarship 
support. With named current scholarship funds, 100% of the funds 
are distr ibuted as scholarships. In addition, Named Current Scholar­
ship Funds: 
Are investments with an immediate, life-changing impact on 
students 
Make a BC education within reach for families of all backgrounds 
Can be named with a $50,000 gift or pledge payable over five 
years or less 
Can celebrate your career and civic accomplishments, or that of a 
loved one 
Educate students about the investments others make in them-and 
the importance of giving back when they are able! 
If you would like additional information about naming a Current 
Scholarship Fund, contact the Office of Institutional Advancement at 
540-828-5448 or BCAdvancement@bridgewater.edu 
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LIFETIME GIVING 
Bndgewater College is fortunate to have had donors who, over their lifetimes, have contnbuted generously in support of academic, athletic, student and capital 
prOJects. Here we honorthem by society/eve/: Renatssance Sociery ($4,000,000+), Dante/ C. Flory Soctery ($1,000,000-$3,999,999), Waiter 8. Yount Sociery ($500,000-
$999,999), John W. Wayland Soctery ($250,000-$499,999), Founder's Soc,ery ($100,000-$249,999) and Chairman's Circle ($50,000-$99,999). 
RENAISSANCE SOCIETY 
($4,000,000+) 
V. L. Frederick' & E. R. Frederick'
Fred 0. Funkhouser' 
Robert M. McKinney' 1924 & Mary E. McKinney'
DANIEL C. FLORY SOCIETY 
($1,000,000-$3, 999,999) 
Anonymous 
Maxine Abshire' 1951 
George S. Aldhizer II' 
Ernest W. Ausherman' & Hilda L. Ausherman' 
James 0. Bowman 1957 & Sylvia Kline Bowman 1957 
Marion E. Carson' 
Leonard C. Carter Sr.' 1920 & Gladys S. Carter' 
L. Clyde Carter Jr.' 1956 & Karen S. Carter
Clinton E. DeBusk' 1950 
Dorothy Bumgardner Fogle'
Margaret Steagall Glover' 1947 
W. Wallace Hatcher 1955 & Carolyn Lantz Hatcher 1957
Maurice K. Henry' 1936 & Gray R. Henry 
John C. Horsley' & Mary J. Horsley' 
Henry C. Ikenberry Jr.' 1942 & Margaret Henry Ikenberry' 1942
James L. Keeler 1957 & Sandra Barnhart Keeler' 1970 
Charles D. Lantz' & Vergie C. Lantz• 
A. D. Miller' 1913 & Emma G. Miller' 1926
Bonnie Forrer Rhodes 1962 & John H. Rhodes
Jesse D. Robertson' 1945 & Wilma Kline Robertson 1947
Richard D. Scaglione & Janice F. Scaglione 
Zane D. Showker' 
Randall G. Spoerle1n' 1920 & Gretchen P. Spoerlein'
Claude T. Stone' & Barbara C. Stone' 
Phillip C. Stone 1965 & Cherri II Kline Stone 1966
William W. Thomas' 1954 
Barbara J. Turner 
Edwin L. Turner' 1926 & Dorothy H. Turner'
B. 0. Wakeman• 1929 & Crystal Driver Wakeman• 1929
J. Paul Wampler 1954 & Priscilla Wakeman Wampler 1954
William D. Wampler• 1950 & Bonnie Lou Wampler 
WALTER B. YOUNT SOCIETY 
($500, 000-$999,999) 
Mary Moore Aldhizer• 
A. LeRoy Baker' 1961 & Wanda Harmon Baker 1961
Carman G. Blough' 1917 & Katherine Flory Blough' 1917
Kenneth D. Bowman 1963 & Nancy M. Bowman 
William H. Edmonson Sr.' 1924 
Merlin E. Garber' 1936 & Dorothy Faw Garber' 1933
A. Wesley Graves V I  & Glenna M. Graves
Anna Hartman Hall' 1946 
John D. Harman• 1958 &Anna B. Harman'
Stanley F. Keller' 1971 & Janice S. Keller' 
Robert H. King' 1959 & Mary Susan King 
Wilmer M. Kline• 1923 & Prema Bittinger Kline• 1930
Marion E. Mason 1953 & Joan Myers Mason 1954 
Lawrance S. Miller' 1942 & Carmen C. Miller' 
R. Douglas Nininger• 1928 & Ruth Miller Nininger• 1930
Wilfred E. Nolen 1963 & Joyce A. Nolen 
'Deceased 
Margaret Flory Rainbolt' 1937 & Richard A. Rainbolt' 
Charles M. Sackett' 1949 & Marilee Miller Sackett 1949 
Rosemary H. Shiflet' 
Ronald E. Sink & Janice Sink 
Rodney I. Smith 
James L. Wilkerson 1968 & Sally Tabb Wilkerson 1968 
George Willi 111' 
J. Hiram Zigler' 1939 & Hardenia Click Zigler' 1944
JOHN W. WAYLAND SOCIETY 
($250,000-$499,999) 
Anonymous (3) 
G. Steven Agee 1974 & Nancy H. Agee
Daniel W. Brubaker 1952 & Nancy R. Brubaker
Herman W. Brubaker' 1949 & Betty H. Brubaker 
Flora Nininger Brugh' 1919 
Maxine Wakeman Burkholder' 1949 & Robert 0. Burkholder'
L. Daniel Burtner' 1950 & Louise Roller Burtner 1954
Harry F. Byrd Jr.• & Gretchen T. Byrd' 
William Z. Cline• 1941 & Elizabeth S. Cline
Alvin E. Conner' 1949 & Margie Kahle Conner' 1952
Ronald V. Cox 1959 & V iolet Siron Cox 1959 
Mensel D. Dean Jr.1967 & Linda T. Dean 
W. Burton Dillon• &Alma M. Dillon•
Carolyn C. Driver' 
John W. Durna• 1939
William S. Earhart 1966 
Anna Thomas Edmonson' 1918
Yancey W. Ford Jr.1962 & Peggy P. Ford 
Willard Z. Francis• 1923 
Bertha Driver Gassett' 1933
Daniel S. Geiser' & Elizabeth H. Geiser'
Wayne F. Geiser!' & E. Maurine Geiser!' 
Paul H. Geithner Jr.' & Irmgard H. Ge1thner• 
J. Edwin Henneberger 11' 1963 & Judy Nolen Henneberger 1964
Paul S. Hill' 
Emelyn Moomaw Hutts' 1937
Louise R. Lanier• 
Leah Rodeffer Lord' 1933
Mary Grace Martin' 
Reefa Hoover McGuffin' 1943
Herman B. Miller' & Frances M. Miller'
Nathan H. Miller 1965 & Kimberly H. Miller
Russell Miller' 
Stanley J. Miller' 1940
Jerry F. Morris' & Rebecca W. Morris
Betty M. Ray' 
Frank C. Rittenhouse• 1936 & Evelyn M. Rittenhouse•
H. Edgar Royer' & Isabel I. Royer'
Lory E. Secrist' & Eva E. Secrist' 
Ralph L. Shively' & Catherine M. Shively'
Ashley B. Smith 1985 &Ann B. Smith 
Matthew I. Smith 1989 & Pamela J. Smith
Charles L. Snyder 111' 1974 
Karl D. Stoltzfus Sr. & Barbara B. Stoltzfus
Robert I. Stolzman 1983 & Faye MG Stolzman
Stuart R. Suter 1963 & Lorraine C. Suter 
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LASTING CONNECTIONS 
Betty and I have maintained close connections to the Bridgewater Co llege 
community since our graduation in the early 1960s. We can never repay the 
College for the positive inf luence it had on our lives and our extended family. 
The Vision for our Future: Strategic Plan 2025 gives us the opportunity of 
supporting the Co llege in a meaningful way in years to come. 
Lifetime Giving, continued 
Martha B. Thornton' 
James H. Walsh 1968 & Janice Ausherman Walsh 1968 
Charles W Wampler Jr.' 1937 & Dorothy L. Wampler' 
Winston 0. Weaver• 1947 & Phyllis L. Weaver Hearn• 
Paul R Will' 1934 
FOUNDER'S SOCIETY 
($100, 000-$2 49, 999) 
Anonymous (2) 
D. Cory Adamson 1991
William H. Aiken Jr. 1962 & Lucy B. Aiken
Doris Niswander Albaugh' 1955 & Ira R Albaugh Jr.
M. Travis Andrews 1993 & Sara Wilkerson Andrews 1994 
Mabel W Atkins' 
Glenn R. Barnhart 1973 & Treva A Barnhart 
Susan Hignite Barr' 1973 
Sidney M. Beeson' 
Sylvia Seese Bieber' 1947 & Wallace J Bieber' 
Emmert F. Bittinger 1945 & Esther Landis Bittinger 1948 
John W Boitnott• 1925 & Nell Kersh Boitnott• 1925
Berkley 0. Bowman' 1924 & Edith F. Bowman'
Paul H. Bowman' 1910 & Flora Hoover Bowman' 1909
Ruth C Bowman' 1930 
S. Loren Bowman• 1934 & Mary H. Bowman' 
Samuel M. Bowman' 
Thelma K. Branch' 
George E. Bryan' & Roseline W Bryan' 
Elbridge H. Callahan• 1951 & Louise Bowman Callahan 1948 
D. Bruce Christian & K. Spas Christian 
Allen M. Clague Jr.1950 & Naoma D. Clague 
Alfred R Cline 1951 & Melba Melton Cline 1954
Ruth H. Cline' 1922 
Mary M. Cox'
Galen G. Craun Jr.' 1968 & Susan L. Craun
Warren B. Crummett' 1943 & Elizabeth S. Crummett'
Edgar L. Crumpacker' 1938 & Kathryn Peters Crumpacker' 1937
Martha H. Cupp' 1951
R Paul Davis 1962 & Betty Rickman Davis 1963
Sharon S. Driscoll 
Andrea Dupont 
Mary Spitzer Etter' 
Annie Silling Fell' 1931 & Joseph W Fell' 
Edgar A Flora' 1949 & Frances Wilson Flora' 1949 
-Paul '62 and Betty '63 Davis
Orville C Flory' 1914 & Mary S. Flory' 
Jeannette M. Garber' 
J. Manley Garber' & Kay Garber 
Robert B. Garber' 1937 & Edith A Garber' 
Nora Bollinger Garman' 1956
Steven M. Gilner 1969 
Anna H. Glick' 
William l Goodwin' 1938 & Elizabeth W Goodwin
Paul W Greiner & Jill M. Greiner
Thomas Greiss & Brittney Greiss 
Ruby Hockman Grossnickle' 1942
Louie l Hargett' 1953 & A Catherine Hargett 
John S. Harman 1957 
Harold H. Hersch' 1951 
Irvin E. Hess 1960 & Nancy H. Hess 
Hope Harmon Hickman 1978 & Gary P. Hickman 
Bertha S. Hollenberg' 
Lester D. Hoover' 
Herman L. Horn' 1924 & Marguerite Noffsinger Horn' 1922 
Cletus E. Houff' & Charlotte R Houff' 
Dwight E. Houff & Carolyn R. Houff 
J Berkley Ingram' & Nancy Hersch Ingram 
John P. !tell & Susan S. !tell 
Beverly Perdue Jennings 1968 & Edward Jennings
Edith Kern' 1941
James A KingJr.1955& Sara S. King' 
Rufus B. King' 1936 & Jean F. Grubb-King
E. Harley Kline' 1949 & Vera C Kline' 
Orrin M. Kline Sr.' & Elva R Kline' 
J. Allen Layman 1974 & Ann B. Layman 
Margaret Dove Layman' 1920 & Lowell N. Layman' 
H. Harold Lehman' 1956 & Carol W Lehman
Beverly Wampler Lineweaver 1957 & Joseph A Lineweaver
Elsie Thomas Lonberger' 1915 
Laura S. Mapp 
John H. Mason 1957 & Peggy Purdy Mason 1956
Mattie Miller Michael' 1929 & Preston A Michael' 
A Carolyn Miller' 1952
Garland F. Miller' 1933 & Edith H. Miller• 
Lula A Miller' 1922 
Nina Mae Kinzie Moomaw' 1903 & Leland C Moomaw' 
H. Gus Muntzing' 1924 & Verdie B. Muntzing'
L. Manning Muntzing' & Nancy S. Muntzing
'Deceased 
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L1fet1me Giving, continued 
V1rg1n1a Manning Muntz1ng* 1924 
Anna Mae Myers* 1950 
Miles K. Nelson* & Joyce Estes Nelson* 
Paul R. Niswander* & Ruth Niswander* 
F. Gary Osborne 1958 & Carol H. Osborne
M. Louise Owen 1956
Richard M. Petre 1957 & Patr1c1a H. Petre
David C Pickett* 1961 
Muriel A Raum* 1913 
R. Coleman Reid* 1960 & Anne Murray Reid 1960
Herbert L. Ridder 1951 & Susan D. Ridder 
I. J. Sanger* 1924
Albert L. Sauls 1957 & Loretta S. Sauls 
Elizabeth Koller Scarff* 1957 & R. Wilson Scarff* 
Harvey H. Scott* 1935 &V1rg1n1a S. Scott* 
Earl F. Seese* 1927 & Geraldine Seese* 
Harry W Shank* 
Dewitt H. Shaver* 1932 
Marie J. Showalter* 1931 
Gene A Showker* 
Dwight H. Shull* 1942 
Loren S. Simpson* 1940 & M1r1am Blough Simpson* 1939 
Charles F. Smith Sr.* 
Harold D. Smith* 1943 & M1r1am Rohrer Smith* 1944 
J Douglas Smith 1973 & Elizabeth Painter Smith 1976 
Charles L. Snyder* 1947 & Elizabeth H. Snyder 
Ernest C Spoerle1n* 1933 & Alice Tucker Spoerle1n* 1931 
Judith S. Strickler 
V1rg1n1a G. Strickler* 
Norman 0. Wagensche1n* 1949 & M1nn1e RollerWagensche1n* 1939 
Orland (Jack) Wages* & Alice Wages* 
Donna Price Walker 1975 
Fred F. Wamplerl947 & Dorris Berry Wampler* 1947 
G. Ben Jamin Wampler 1982 & Sherrie K. Wampler 1985
Margaret G. Weaver* 
Nelson l Wetsel* & Helen M. Wetsel
Harold R. Weybr1ghtl954 & Mary Hooker Weybr1ght 1954
Garland L. Whitmer* 1949 & Lois K. Whitmer 
N. Paige Will 1955 & Ann C Will
Lila E. W1ll1ams* 1966 
R. Lowell Wine* 1941 & Ruth Crumpacker Wine* 1941
W1ll1am E. Wine* 1904 & Margaret K. Wine* 
Leo V Woker* 1939 
l Eugene Worrell* & Anne R. Worrell*




Judith Miller Allen 1962 
J L. Allison* 
Harold W. Armstrong* 1950 & Kathleen Funkhouser Armstrong 1950 
Leona K. Barlow* 
Carolyn Hupman Beach 1969 & David A Beach 
Sara Dove Boaz* 1914 
V1rg1n1a Wakeman Borden* 1936 
Geraldine H. Bowman* 
Glenn C Bowman* 1966 
M1r1am Bowman* 1920 
Pasco M. Bowman 111955 & Katharine P. Bowman 
Chester L. Bradfield & Nancy Bradfield 
*Deceased 
Warren L. Braun* & L1ll1an Braun* 
Donald R. Brown 1966 & Jean Crumpacker Brown 1966 
Howard K. Brown Jr.* 1945 
J Russell Bruner 1977 & Mered 1th K. Bruner 
A Edward Burgess* 1962 & Ann l Burgess 
Edward A Byrd 1952 & Flora B. Byrd 
Sandra Mason Cable 1978 & Edwin L. Cable 
J H. Caricofe 1953 & Betty Naff Caricofe 1954 
Arlene Moms Chase 1970 
Geoffrey L. Chase 1972 
Garland L. Cline* 1943 
Jacob K. Conner* 
George Cornelius & Susan Cornelius 
Grace Crawford* 
Anne Myers Danley* 1932 
Selinda S. Dauses* 
Michael D. Del G1ud1ce 1984 
Helen C Dell* 
Betty D. Dillon* 
Frederick D. Dove Jr.* 1941 &A Louise Wampler Dove* 1941 
Mary Coffman Early 1965 & Paul L. Early 
Kermit Early* 1947 & Jean K. Early* 
John C Eller* 1941 & Elizabeth Eller* 
Leona Zigler Row Eller* 1934 
Allen D. Ervin 1972 & Sara A Ervin 
Edna M. Evans* 
Bruce W Fears 1974 & Barbara J Fears 
James S. Flora 1952 &Ann Beahm Flora 1957 
Lena M. Flora* 
Samuel H. Flora Jr.* 1944 & L1ll1e Ann Flora 
John S. Flory Jr.* 1932 
V Lee Foltz* 1966 & Sarah Garber Foltz 1967 
Rose V Fraser 
Charles R. Funkhouser & Pat Loomis 
Ann Gardner 
Rachel H. Garner* 
Donna Taylor Gaver 1984 
John E. Glick Sr.* 
John T. Glick* 1915 
Lloyd Gochenour* 1948 
Carroll C Goodridge* 1949 & Nina M. Goodridge* 
Daniel E. Grandstaff & Tracey Grandstaff 
W1ll1am H. Groseclose* & Lila Groseclose* 
Douglas L. Guynn 
Jack Guynn & Joanne A Guynn 
John H. Harshbarger 1959 & Dorothy Schmoyer Harshbarger 1965 
Lester B. Hershey Sr.* 
Richard Hewitt & Cindy Hewitt 
Martha C Hinkel* 
John R. Hipps 1984 & Melissa M. Hipps 
Charles J Hoke* 1934 & Floy N. Hoke* 
J Ralph Hollenberg* & Jean B. Hollenberg* 
Ola May Hoover* 1928 
Jesse E. Hopkins 1970 & Alice L. Hopkins 
Margaret Faulkner Horn 1950 & Robert H. Horn* 1950 
Aaron M. Horst* 
Ronald E. Hottle 1970 & Karol Long Hottle 1970 
Jacob S. Huffman* 1933 & Olive Fike Huffman* 1935 
Nelson l Huffman* 1925 & Bertha Thomas Huffman* 1918 
Larry l Hull 1962 & Jeannette F. Hull 
lifetime Going. O'.lminued 
P .  Hampton Hylton• 1956 & Julia W .  Hylton 
J. E. Ikenberry• 19211 
Gene Bowman Johnson•l945&Chan<>< B.Johnson 
Roben E. KinziG" 1942& Doris H. KinziG• 
John M. Kl ine Jr.' 1927 & Vi,ginia Roberwn Kline' 1962
JuneSadd Klinel950& Fllul E. Kline• 
M .  Alma Kline' 1929 
Orrin M .  Kline Jr.1957 & Jane M. Kline 
Erik K. Klosterl983 & Betty J. Shihda·Kloster
Thomas E. Knox & El�n Z .  Knox 
C. Eu�ne Lantz 1961.& C&rherine T. Lantz 
Omer M .  Long Sr.' 1943 & Gwendolyn H .  Long• 
Jonathan D. W. Lyle 1919 
Betty Blough Martin• 1945 
Michael C .  Martin 1976 & Patricio HollcR>ft Martin 1976
John B. May•1n1.& Flo0>nceS. May• 
W. Robert McFadden•
�s:siG A. Me,rrow•
Jarne-s 8 .  Miller & lind9 A .  Miller
John L. Miller 1951 & Janet carter Miller 1954
L. Paul Mill er-1929 & Kathryn M�i,; Miller•193a
Lowell A Miller• 1940 & R,ggyWright Millerl947
Robert F. Miller 1956
Williom K .  Monger'l938
Lynn N. M�rs 1970 & S and@ W. M�rs
Mark E .  �"' Jr.1964& Rosemary H. �rs
Rebecca V .  M�rs• 1930
Tony M.  Nicely 1964& Sally R. Nicely




Reuel B. Pr ochen• 1911 
Cljde Pugh.1954& Eunice M. Pugh•
Williom S. Ray' 1949
Edna Ream•
Geo,ge G .  Reimer & Judy M. Reimer­
Ef@im Roa Jr.1981& Aida Roa
Williom G. Ryan 1970 & Wanda A. Ryan
Gladys Viola Sanger-1929
�ne H. Sappington
WilliomA Sarl964& Elizabeth F@nkSarl966
Joseph K .  Scon• 1935 & Marion C. Scort·
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Charles W .  Seaver & Elizabeth Wayland Seauer 
Ina Mason Shank.1948 
Ethel Shaver-
ChesterC. Shelburne• 1916 
Garlton Shic1<eI• 1948 & Helen Wine Shickel 1953 
Arva V. Short' 1956 & Jane B. Harrison-Short 
Thelma Walden Shriner· 1914 
Richal<I C. Shrum'l937 & Mau o,en Shrum· 
earl N. Shull 1950 & Dorothy Huffman Shull 1952 
Randi L. Shuo, & Allison M. Shuo, 
AWred P.Smoh• 
Donald G. Smoh Sr .• & Barba@ B. Smoh. 
Michelle Stacy 
Ruth �ybrightStauffer-1921. 
Eldon R.Steiner1968 & FetriciaSteiner 
Sandra Feagan-Stem 1968 & Evan Stem 
E. catherine Sti<k�y•
IV13riG S .  Tasker•
Shirley Hoover T aylo r-1941 & Jam<>< H. Taylor'
Doris MeyerTobiosl968& RayW. TobiosJr.
Phili p E .  Trout' 1950 & Nancy Garst Trout 1950
ClaiA>Gilbert Ulnch.1978& DaleV. Ulrich
R,ul P. Yam<>< 1963 & Martha A. Yam<><
Hans F .  Wachtmeister 1967 & Anne M.  Wachtmeister
D. Eugene Wampler-1959 & Ther<><a S. Wampler
Geo,ge C .  �lch Jr.• & G0>tchen W. Welch
M .GuyWest• 1926& Naomi Miller�st• 1929 
Dauid E. Will' 1983 & Deborah Layman Will 1983 
Jean Willi 1980
C. Bradford Williamson 1985 & Tiad L Williamson
Frank A. Willar• 1953 & Kathleen Miller Willior 1950
Ivan D .  Wilson·




EdgarF .  w,w·
John H. Wright Ill & Trula Wright
Kathy G. Wright 1981. 
Nellie Jones 1<:>ung•1930
�= M. Zigler-1939 & Raan C. Zigler'
J. Samuel Zigler Jr.1968
Jacobs. Zigler.1939& Leah Flo@Zigler-1939

1880 SOCIETY 
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The 1880 Society is Bridgewater College's annual leadership recognillon soCJety This select group of donors have made cumulative contribut ions of $1,000 or more 
during rhe fiscal year (July 1-June 30), and we honorrhem here by club level: Presidenr's Club ($10,000+), Herirage Club ($5,000-$9,'?99), Bell Tower Club ($2,500-




D. Cory Adamson '91
G. Steven Agee '74 & Nancy H. Agee 
M. Travis Andrews '93 & Sara WIikerson Andrews '94 
Robert p_ Armbruster '75 & Beverly Thompson Armbruster '75 
Nina Miller Arnett '69
Caro�n Hupman Beach '69 & David A Beach
James 0. Bowman '57 & Sylvia Kline Bowman '57 
Kenneth D. Bowman '63 & Nancy M. Bowman 
A Edward Burgess' '62 & Ann l Burgess 
Louise Roller Burtner '54 
D. Bruce Christian & K. Spas Christian
Allen M. Clague Jr, '50 & Naoma D. Clague 
Mensel D. Dean Jr, '67 & Linda l Dean 
Duane W Dinkel '86 & Kristin P. Dinkel 
Phillip A Dorsey 
Allen D. Ervin '72 & Sara A Ervin
Bruce W_ Fears '74 & Barbara J Fears
Steven M. Gilner '69 
Andrew P. Grossnickle '02 
John H. Harshbarger '59 & Dorothy Schmoyer Harshbarger '65 
W, Wallace Hatcher '55 & Carolyn Lantz Hatcher '57 
Judy Nolen Henneberger'64 
Hope Harmon Hickman '78 & Gary P. Hickman 
Ronald E. Hottle '70 & Karol Long Hottle '70 
Beverly Perdue Jennings '68 & Edward Jennings 
Robert H. King '59 & Mary Susan King 
Elbert W Kin21e '62 & Lillian Preddy Kinzie '64 
Erik K. Kloster'83 & Betty J Shihda-Kloster 
Krishna Kodukula & Sarala Kodukula 
Dana K. Law Jr_ '70 & Cheryl C Law 
Chris A Lumsden '80 & Linda Smith Lumsden '80 
Laura S. Mapp 
Jacquline B. Mars 
Charles L. Mason '69 & Marcia Carter Mason '71 
Marion E, Mason '53 & Joan Myers Mason '54 
Wilfred E. Nolen '63 & Joyce A Nolen 
Bonnie Forrer Rhodes '62 & John H. Rhodes 
Herbert L. Ridder '51 & Susan D. Ridder 
Efraim Roa Jr_ '81 & Aida Roa 
Wilma Kline Robertson '47 
William G Ryan '70 & Wanda A Ryan 
Marilee Miller Sackett '49 
Richard D. Scaglione & Janice F. Scaglione 
Susan Monger Shifflett '69 
Edgar B. Simmons Jr_ '58 & Catherine Tusing Simmons '60 
Ronald E. Sink & Janice Sink 
Ashley B, Smith '85 &Ann B, Smith 
Matthew I, Smith '89 & Pamela J_ Smith 
Rodney I, Smith 
Nancy L. St John & Leon Hunter 
Robert L Stolz man '83 & Faye MG Stolzman 
Stuart R. Suter '63 & Lorraine C Suter 
Gina Teresi 
Helga Treichel 
Paul P. Va mes '63 & Martha A Va mes 
Leslie Van derWal 
Donna Price Walker'75 
James H. Walsh '68 & Janice Ausherman Walsh '68 
G. Benjamin Wampler'82 & Sherrie K. Wampler'85 
J_ Paul Wampler '54 & Priscilla Wakeman Wampler '54 
Gretchen W Welch 
M. Terry Westhafer '69 & Patricia C Westhafer 
Harold R. Weybright '54 & Mary Hooker Weybright '54 
Lois K. Whitmer
James L. Wilkerson '68 & Sally Tabb Wilkerson '68
Harold B. Wright Ill '04 & Nell J Bodani '04 
J Samuel Zigler Jr, '68
HERITAGE CLUB 
($5,000-$9,'?99) 
William H. Aiken Jr, '62 & Lucy B. Aiken 
Wanda Harmon Baker '61 
Diane V Brown '66 
Donald R Brown '66 & Jean Crumpacker Brown '66 
J_ Russell Bruner '77 & Meredith K. Bruner 
David W Bushman & Suzanne D. Bushman 
J H. Caricofe '53 & Betty Naff Caricofe '54 
Donna J Carr '64 
Ronald V Cox '59 & Violet Siron Cox '59 
Joseph M. Crockett & Jane A Crockett 
Paul W De Haven Jr, & Terry L. DeHaven 
Michael D. Del Giudice '84 
William S. Earhart '66 
Kevin Early & Betsy Early 
Savannah M. English '12 
Daniels_ FitzGerald '82 
Yancey W Ford Jr, '62 & Peggy P. Ford 
Michel Gagne & Mary Napier 
Michael D. Guinn '68 & Karen l Guinn 
Douglas L. Guynn 
Jack Guynn & Joanne A Guynn 
Gray R Henry 
Matthew W. Huffman '02 & Megan Orndorff Huffman '03 
Dons H, Hulvey 
Douglas M. Jones '63 
David A Layman '61 
J_ Allen Layman '74 &Ann B. Layman 
John H. Mason '57 & Peggy Purdy Mason '56 
Andrew 0, May '10 
B. Darrow Mclauchlin Jr_ '66 
Tony M. Nicely '64 & Sally R Nicely
Ric hard M. Petre' 57 & Patricia H. Petre
Leland F. Pittman '60 & Rebecca Pittman
Anne Murray Reid '60 
Christian Rhodes 
Mark A Sherman '92 
Helen Wine Shickel '53
Theodore G, Shuey Jr_ '69 
J_ Douglas Smith '73 & Elizabeth Painter Smith '76 
Karl R Verell '94 
Janice Wine Wade '57 
'Deceased 
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1880 Society, continued 
Jennifer E. Wampler 
N. Paige Will '55 &Ann C Will
Jean W1ll1 '80 
John H. Wright Ill & Trula Wright
BELL TOWER CLUB 
($2,500-$4,999) 
Anonymous 
Ira R. Albaugh Jr. 
Robert E. Alley '69 & Linda L. Alley 
Lanny Beach & Tara Beach 
Emmert F. B1tt1nger '45 & Esther Landis B1tt1nger '48 
Robert C Brockman '80 & Kr1st1ne M. Brockman 
Jeffrey W. Carter '92 & Kimberly Flora Carter '94 
R. Paul Davis '62 & Betty Rickman Davis '63
Veatta Deal-Berry '82 & Kurt M. Berry 
David W. D1daw1ck 76 & Cynthia Finley D1daw1ck 77
Roy W. Ferguson Jr. & Susan Q. Ferguson 
Edgar A Flora* '49 
Sally S. Garber 
Steven E. Gardner'76 & Kathryn J Gardner
Troy M. Glembot '85 
Bradley S. Hallock '86 & Karla McCray Hallock '86
Jordan L. Hill '02 & Kimberly J Hill 
Stephen L. Hollinger 70 & Linda L. Hollinger
Jesse E. Hopkins 70 & Alice L. Hopkins 
Margaret Faulkner Horn '50 
Douglas Houff 
Dwight E. Houff & Carolyn R. Houff
Rufus C Huffman 71 & Elaine W Huffman
Larry T. Hull '62 & Jeannette F. Hull 
Jeffrey A Jones '81 & Lori A Jones 
Bruce B. Keeney Sr. & Mary-Taliaferro B. Keeney
Nelson E. Kelley & Catherine Kelley 
Orrin M. Kline Jr. '57 & Jane M. Kline 
Joel A Knopp 
Jonathan D. W. Lyle 79
Anthony Martinez 
Jeffrey K. Miller '93 
Lorraine A Monaco 
Lynn N. Myers 70 & Sandra W Myers
Hubert C Roop Jr. '66 & Judith Duffer Roop '69
Phyllis Smith Saufley '57 & Al P. Saufley 
Carol A Scheppard 
E. Reiman Shober Jr. '55 & Eva Lee H. Shober
Maureen C Silva & Brian P. Smith 
Claude R. Simmons Ill '69 & J Susanne Schramm Simmons 71
Michael D. Smith '03 
Wayne E. Spangler '53 & Carol Compton Spangler '56
Ph1ll1p C Stone Jr. '87 & Kathryn Wampler Stone '87 
Ph1ll1p C Stone '65 & Chemll Kline Stone '66 
Frederick A Wampler 70 & Joyce Grove Wampler '68
Larry H. White '65 &Amy W. White 
James C. Wood '63 & Lula Belle Barnhart Wood '63




Andrew B. Agee '84 
Debra Moyer Allen 78 & Sidney B. Allen Jr. 
Linda V Andes-Georges '69 & Jean Pierre J. Georges 
*Deceased 
Ann Miller Andrus 75 & Mike Andrus 
Shonda Arnett Asaad '91 & Marc E. Asaad 
Ina Fitzwater Baker '69 & Jerry Baker 
Donald L. Banks '61 & Carole Banks 
R. Ted Barker 79 & Faye 0. Barker
Martha Stover Barlow '69 
E. Rush Barnett '77 & Tina Morgan Barnett 78
John G. Barr 
James E. Beahm '62
Marion B1tt1nger 
John K. Boitnott' 53 & Carolyn H. Boitnott
Alan E. Borgwardt '88 & Elisabeth Mills Borgwardt '88
Delmer G. Botkin '64 & Sue Grove Botkin '65 
Bruce W. Bowen '72 & Susan Kutz Bowen '73 
Dale 0. Bowman '84 & Margaret Bowman 
Evelyn S. Bowman 
Arthur W. Boyce '80 & Elizabeth Boyce
Paul W Brockman '12 & Tina Lowe Brockman '11
Robin Kreher Brown '82 
Travis D. Brown '60 
Shane D. Brubaker '19 & Crystal Stone Brubaker '15
Louise Bowman Callahan '48 
Linda Smith Camper '58 
Michael B. Clark & Sharon L. Clark
Susan Frantz Clark '64 & Olin l Clark 
Jared J Clem '63 & Linda Cassell Clem '64
Leannah Myers Cloud '59 
David E. Coffman '68 & Judith l Coffman
Ralph 0. Compton '60 & Patr1c1a Squires Compton '60
Bradley E. Cox '86 & Susan Shaffer Cox '86 
Janet Cromwell 
B. Merle Crouse '52 & Jean P. Crouse
Brent M. Darsch '08 & Kari Thorstenson Darsch '09
Steven J de Kozlowski 74 
James D. Delucas Jr. '88 & Van1ene Hudgins Delucas '88 
Brydon M. DeWitt '92 & Lisa Loving DeWitt '92 
Sharon S. Driscoll 
Hal Duff '84 & Susan Perdue Duff '85
Mary Coffman Early '65 & Paul L. Early 
Joseph Enedy & Diana Enedy 
Sheila Grant Erhardt '89 & Jeffrey Erhardt
Thomas B. Erickson '67 & Barbara M. Erickson 
W Scott Fauber '81 
A Thomas Fechtel Jr. & Diane Fechtel
Mary Catherine Garber Fifer '57 
Everett Fisher '71 
Margaret M1c1otto Fl1ck1nger 75
John Flora & Jan Flora 
Walter L. Flora '56 
W1ll1am M. Florence '58 & Grace Funkhouser Florence '57 
Philip E. Flory 75 & Ellie Hodge Draper Flory '72 
Theodore W Flory 70 & Mary Beth Myers Flory 70 
Sarah Garber Foltz '67 
Samuel C Foster '66 & Rita N. Foster
Jane Zigler Fulk '69 & Donald E. Fulk 
Randy R. Fullerton 75 
Beth Strohmayer Gamble '87 & Jeffrey Gamble
Michael A Gardner '66 & Carolyn Crumpacker Gardner '68
Carole Funk Gerhard '60 
A Wesley Graves VI & Glenna M. Graves
Lois Sulser Green 70 & Eugene C Green 
LASTING CONNECTIONS 
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Bridgewater opened up the world to me. I was exposed to other cultures and 
viewpoints that I never would have had and that helped me grow up. I want to 
help as many as I possibly can to gain access to that kind of experience. That's why 
I've supported Bridgewater scholarships for years and a couple of years ago was so 
happy to endow a scholarship in honor of my wonderful, supportive parents. 
1880 Soc1er,;, conrtnued 
Johnny Haizel-Cobbina '19 
Edward N. Hallock' '60 & Mary Edith Lease Hallock '59 
G. William Harper Ill '73 & Dorothy S. Harper
Doris Lawson Harsh '61 
John C. Harshbarger Jr. '57 & Deborah L. Hixon '75
Jennifer L. Hedrick '97
Galen S. Heisey '71 & Inge Heisey
Mary Frances Heishman '66
Jeffrey P. Heppard '74 & Judy Pena-Hossain
Beth J. Hershner '73
Ralph W. Hicks Jr. '65 & Carole Hicks
W. Edward Homes 111 '72
William E. Honeycutt & Susan D. Honeycutt
John T. Hopkins '70 & Priscilla Babbs Hopkins '70
Gary I. Hottle '69 & Nancy Milstead Hottle '70
W. Dale Houff '72 & Meredith K. Houff
Zachary L. Hynes '14
J. Michael Jacobs '67 & Jean Kingsbury Jacobs '67
Charles B. Johnson
Lawrence M. Johnson '75
Mary Ann Hartman Johnson '68 & Stanley R. Johnson
Yvonne E. Kauffman '66
Gregory W. Keeler '84 & Anne B. Keeler
Curtis L. Kendall '81 & LeAnn C. Kendall
Dean G. Kinley '75
Betty Halterman Kline '55
Kris Krider & Michele Kolbinsky-Krider
Michael K. Kyles '72 & Deborah Dandridge Kyles '72
Lorraine Bittinger Lineweaver'71 & David R. Lineweaver
Raye Z. Litten 111 '69 & Janet M. Litten
William H. Littlepage '58 & Brenda P. Littlepage
Mary Lipscomb Ludwick '54 & William B. Ludwick
Cheryl M. Mascarenhas '97
Peggy Glick Mason '51
Stephen 0. Mason '74 & Marilyn S. Mason
Jason D. Maupin '03 & Melanie Maupin
Ernest D. May '63 & Rebecca Beech May '63
Lisa C. Mc Daniels '81
Michael E. McDonald '69 & Carol Rapp McDonald '72
Jane Meadows '63
James B. Miller& Linda A. Miller
John M. Miller'58 & Mary M. Miller
Nathan H. Miller '65 & Kimberly H. Miller
Wayne W. Miller '70 & Jo Ann Cahall Miller '72
-Steve Gilner '69
William D. Miracle &Andrea P. Miracle 
Ernest N. Mistr '63 & Betty Glover MIstr '63 
James D. Mumper '79 & Pamela Miller Mumper '79 
Paul E. Mundey & Robin R. Mundey 
Robert R. Newlen '75 & John C. Bradford 
Stephen D. Nichols '93 & Kelli Miller Nichols '93 
Robert W. Nock '71 
Dawn Nolen 
Curtis B. Nolley '76 & Andrea Mose Nolley '76 
Frank Oncken & Meg F. Riner 
F. Gary Osborne '58 & Carol H. Osborne
Linda Morgan Payne '71 & Robert D. Payne
David A. Penrod '67 & Helen L. Penrod
Carolene Grossnickle Perry '68 & Alden T. Perry
Paul V. Phibbs Jr. '64 & Marilyn W. Phibbs 
Roland S. Phillips & Linda S. Phillips
Tracy L. Phillips '70 & Carol McMurtrie Phillips '71
V. Frances Whitmore Plecker'49
R. Jeffrey Postans '79 & Nancy C. Post ans 
Laurin E. Potter Jr. 
Karina P. Rachal
Richard Rader '60 & Harriet Flora Rader '63
Dennis A Reese & Sallie W. Reese
Elaine Murray Reubush '70 & David E. Reubush
Eric M. Rice '69
William Guy Rich
Erik C. Roper '87
Sean A Rowe '03 & Loreli Combs Rowe '03
Alice R. Ryan '79
Albert L. Sauls '57 & Loretta S. Sauls
Larry C. Seilhamer '64 & Carolyn Fifer Seilhamer '64
Eric A. Sen ts
Leona Sevick & Grant Disharoon
Eric M. Shank '77
H. Roller Shipplett Jr. '71 & Jerry Johnson Shipplett '71
Nathan D. Shonk '99 & Krista Kerns Shonk '98
Phyllis Showalter'67
Carl N. Shull '50 & Dorothy Huffman Shull '52
Charles H. Simmons '53
Robert L. Simmons II & Donna Simmons
C. Ray Smith '56 & Phyllis W. Smith
Ronald Spaar & Michelle Spaar 
Jack L. Stapleton '60 & Barbara L. Stapleton
Jack D. Stenger '75
I 11 
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Donald R. Stephen '68 
Karl D. Stoltzfus Sr. & Barbara B. Stoltzfus 
Richard L. Stutzman '69 & Carolyn Thompson Stutzman '71 
Betty Garber Sullivan '62 
Donna Spitler Swartz '64 & Robert L. Swartz 
Fred W. Swartz '58 & Nancy Swartz 
Peter Terzian & Imelda Terzian 
Gregor y L. Tewa It '81 
Doris Meyer Tobias '68 & Ray W. Tobias Jr. 
Christy Valentine Turner '95 
Dale V. Ulrich & Doris K. Metzler 
Richard S. Vallaster 111 '99 & Jodi R. Vallaster 
E. Marie Van Meter '69
Megan Clark Velez '04 & JD Velez
Hans F. Wachtmeister'67 & Anne M. Wachtmeister
Dennis J. Wakeman '84 
Jay M. Wampler'89 & Amy Fouts-Wampler'90
Keith L. Wampler '80 & Jeannine Lemon Wampler'82
Melvin D. Wampler & Glenda W. Wampler 
Richard T. WasIlius '68 & Brenda Demasi Wasilius 70
CRIMSON & GOLD SOCIETY 
W. Steve Watson Jr. & Ruth C. Watson
Mabel Lou Wakeman Weiss '65 & Robert J. Weiss
Matthew L. Whitaker '99 & Chastity Shaffer Whitaker '99 
John E. White '58 & Gene Ridder White '69 
Melvin E. Williams '95 & Pamela Fulghum Williams
Kathleen Miller Williar 'SO 
Elby C. Wilson '41 & Evelyn Roller Wilson '48
Phyllis J. Wine '74 
Ray M. Wine '51 &Ann H. Wine
Byron E. Wolfe '69 & Barbara G. Wolfe
Luke G. Wolfe '80 
Mirna Belle Flory Wolfe '47
Jeffrey Wothers & Mirrel Wothers
Kathy G. Wright '81 
Carol A. Yetzer 
Christopher W. Zepp '00 & Amanda Beckwith Zepp '01
Janet Simpson Zigler '69 
Frederick W. Zimmerman '67 & Katherine Martin Zimmerman '67
Michael H. Zwicke 70 & Debbie Zwicke 
The Crimson & Gold Socieryof Bridggwarer College honors those friends and supporrers of rhe College who have chosen ro remember BC rhrough esrare-relared 
g1frs. Membership Is open ro all alumni and friends of rhe InsrIrurIon who include Bndgewarer College In rheff wills or In orher forms of esrare planning and deferred 
giving. 
G. Steven Agee 74 & Nancy H. Agee
William H. Aiken Jr. '62 & Lucy B. Aiken 
Ira R. Albaugh Jr. 
C. Edward Armbruster Jr. '71 & Barbara Turnham Armbruster '71
Robert P. Armbruster 75 & Beverly Thompson Armbruster 75 
Kathleen Funkhouser Armstrong '50 
Nina Miller Arnett '69 
Wanda Harmon Baker '61
R. Ted Barker 79 & Faye 0. Barker
Kathy Kevill Batkin '67 
James E. Beahm '62 
Martha E. Beahm '81 
Elizabeth L. Beard '49 
Gilbert W. Bishop '80 
Emmert F. Bittinger '45 & Esther Landis Bittinger '48
Fred M. Bowman '46 
James 0. Bowman '57 & Sylvia Kline Bowman '57
Mary Ankrum Bowman '55 
J. Robert Branner'64
Byron A. Brill '69 & Kathleen K. Kanter
Diane V. Brown '66 
G. Thomas Brown Jr. '69 & Ann Foster Brown '68
Betty H. Brubaker 
Gretchen N. Buddenhagen
Ann T. Burgess 
Louise Roller Burtner'54
Edward A. Byrd '52 & Flora B. Byrd 
Linda Smith Camper'58 
Doris Thompson Carpenter '54
Karen S. Carter 
Charles W. Cauley '59
Helen C. Chan '51 
'Deceased 
Allen M. Clague Jr. 'SO & Naoma D. Clague 
Michael B. Clark 
Susan Frantz Clark '64 & Olin T. Clark 
Alfred R. Cline '51 & Melba Melton Cline '54 
Elizabeth S. Cline 
Joyce Pelcher Cline' 57 & Lawrence R. Cline 
Patricia Wright Clough '59 
Richard E. Cocklin '62 
Gregory L. Coffman 70 & Betty P Coffman 
Thomas Cof fman Sr. '54 & Nancy L. Coffman 
Ronald V. Cox '59 & Violet Siron Cox '59 
B. Merle Crouse '52 & Jean P. Crouse
Louise Wampler DeWitt '66 
Carolyn Garst Dinst '54 
Sharon S. Driscoll 
William S. Earhart '66
Jill Dellinger Early '91 & Kevin A. Early
Doris Cline Egge '46 
Wendell C. Eller '48 & Sonya J. Eller
Andrew W. Fike '84 
Earle W. Fike Jr. '51 
J. Rogers Fike '59 & Elizabeth Beachy Fike '53
Theodore W. Flory '70 & Mary Beth Myers Flory '70
Yancey W. Ford Jr. '62 & Peggy P. Ford 
Lois W. Gambill 
Michael A. Gardner '66 & Carolyn Crumpacker Gardner '68
Steven M. Gilner'69 
Joseph L. Glick '48 
Ray E. Glick '56 & Sandra Y. Glick
Charlene L. Good '71 
A. Wesley Graves VI & Glenna M. Graves
Joan S. Haag 
Cnmson & Gold Society, continued 
Zanette Showker Hahn 77 & Howard N. Hahn Jr. 
R. Lanier Halterman Jr. '60 & Norma G. Halterman
Ruth Nelson Hannum '68 & W1 ll1am B. Hannum
W. Wallace Hatcher '55 & Carolyn Lantz Hatcher '57
Judy Nolen Henneberger'64
Gray R. Henry
Allegra H. Hess '60
Barbara Martin High '68
M1r1am Mason Holl '45
W. Edward Homes 111 '72
Helen M. Hopkins
Jesse E. Hopkins 70 & Alice L. Hopkins
Margaret Faulkner Horn '50
Cathy Simmons Huffman 78 & Bruce E. Huffman
L1lchy Huffman '68
Rufus C Huffman 71 & Elaine W. Huffman
Glenn A Hulvey '90 & Betsy Bechtel Hulvey '93
Charles B. Johnson
Helen E. Jordan '46
Yvonne E. Kauffman '66
James L. Keeler' 57 
Brian D. Kennedy 70 & Candace R. Kennedy
Ronald Kershner'62 & Carol L. Kershner
James A King Jr. '55
Elbert W K1nz1e '62 & L1ll1an Preddy K1nz1e '64
Otis D. Kitchen '53
Betty Halterman Kline '55
John D. Layman '54 & Marian Sadd Layman '54
Carol W. Lehman
Brenda Deyerle Lipscomb '65
Garland C Liskey
Harnett W. Liskey
James 0. Lohr'57 & Loretta Hartman Lohr'58
Mary Lipscomb Ludwick '54 & W1ll1am B. Ludwick
Mary Lantz Maiden '66
Laura S. Mapp
Charles L. Mason '69 & Marcia Carter Mason 71
Marion E. Mason '53 & Joan Myers Mason '54
Peggy Glick Mason '51
Rodney E. Mason '83 & Laurie E. Mason
Stephen 0. Mason 74 & Marilyn S. Mason
James A Maye '65 & Let1t1a Teets Maye '64
E. Dustyn Miller '77 & Sherry Stitt Miller 75
Faye C M1ller'8l
Howard A Miller '60
John L. Miller '51 & Janet Carter M1IIer'54
Nathan H. M1I Ier'65 & Kimberly H. Miller
Shirley Ph1ll1ps Miller '64
Kathleen Hull Mitchell '46
Nancy S. Muntz1ng
Barry E. Myers '69
Robert R. Newlen 75
Michael L. Newman 70 & Marilyn G. Newman
Wilfred E. Nolen '63 & Joyce A Nolen
F. Gary Osborne '58 & Carol H. Osborne
Marvin W. Ostberg & Patr1c1a W Ostberg
M. Louise Owen '56
Richard M. Petre '57 & Patr1c1a H. Petre
Nicholas P. Picerno & Kathy Picerno
W1ll1am H. Ralston Jr. '63
Anne Murray Reid '60
DONOR REPORT 
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James E. Reid '62 & Joann Painter Reid '63 
Bonnie Forrer Rhodes '62 & John H. Rhodes 
LOIS May Rhodes' 53 
John F. Richards & Nell S. Mciver 
Herbert L. Ridder '51 
Nancy L. Rittenhouse '67 
Wilma Kline Robertson '47 
Gerald W. Roller'52 
J1mmyR. Ross'59& Bettye Ross 
James M. Russell Jr. 76 & Sue Hofmann Russell 79 
Marilee Miller Sackett' 49 
LeVerle H. Sappington 
Albert L. Sauls '57 & Loretta S. Sauls 
Doris W. Scott 78 
Anne Frys1nger Shifflet '54 & Kenneth E. Shifflet 
E. Reiman Shober Jr. '55 & Eva Lee H. Shober
Carl N. Shull '50 & Dorothy Huffman Shull '52
J. Douglas Smith '73 & Elizabeth Painter Smith 76
Janet E. Smith '53
Rodney I. Smith
Elizabeth H. Snyder
Wayne E. Spangler '53 & Carol Compton Spangler'56
Eldon R. Steiner '68 & Patr1c1a Steiner
Dorothy Fear1ns Stone '66
Ph1ll1p C Stone '65 & Chernll Kline Stone '66
Robert Tayman &Anne Tayman
Charles Trostle
Nancy Garst Trout' 50
Sue Hartley Valentine '62
Richard S. Val laster 111 '99 & Jodi R. Vallaster
Paul P. Va mes '63 & Martha A Va mes
Karl R. Verell '94
Janice Wine Wade '57
Donna Price Walker'75
Bonnie Lou Wampler
Fred F. Wampler '47
Guy E. Wampler'56 & Linda L. Wampler
J. Paul Wampler '54 & Pr1sc1lla Wakeman Wampler '54
Theresa S. Wampler
W. Craig Waters 78 & Anita Hall Waters 78
W. Steve Watson Jr. & Ruth C Watson
M1r1am Hersch Weaver '51
Gretchen W Welch
L1ll1an Wimmer Wells '57
Helen M. Wetsel
Janet Estep Whetzel '61
Matthew L. Whitaker '99 & Chastity Shaffer Whitaker '99
John E. White '58 & Gene R1dderWh1te '69
Carlyle Whitelow '59
N. Pa1geW1II'55&Ann C Will
Kathleen M1llerW1ll1ar '50
Charlene Wilson
Franklin C Wilson '50
Linda Knight Wilson '67 & Stephen E. Wilson
Joe A Wine '50






July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020 
ALUMNI BY CLASS 
1941 1951 
25% Partic1palion 44.1% Participation 
Elby C. Wilson (41) Ci Karharine Coffman Bowman 
1944 
(44) 
Alfred R. Cline (44) FS, CG 
25% Part1c1par1on Alice Soper Corbett (6) 
Samuel H. Flora Jr.' (35) CR Neil G. Corbe1t (6) 
1945 Emerson S. Fike 
Allen M. Fleishman (22) 50% Participarion 
W Harold Garner (2) ED Em men F. Bininger (51) BT, 
W. Frederick Himelwrigh1FS, CG, ED 
Doris Miller Good (14) ED
Ivan W. LobbanH. Gerald Guyron (9)
Peggy Glick Mason (49) cs, Miriam Mason Holl (51) CG 
Jean Eckard Oxley CG, ED
John L. Miller (2) CR, CG, ED
1946 Clarence M. Moyers (26) 
18.2% Parriciparion MaiyVesr Re1sh (4)
Fred M. Bowman (44) CG Herbert L. Ridder (2) PC , FS, 
Belly Lease Thompson CG, ED
David L. Rogers (7)
1947 
Shirley McDaniel Rogers (7) 
25% Partic1par1on Helen Pence Saxon (15)
Wilma Kline Robertson (3) William L. Simmons
PC, OF, CG Jacqueline Grove Towers (41) 
Fred F. Wampler (44) FS, CG Ray M. Wine (15) cs




20% Par1 c1par1on Maiy Anna Floiy Cline ED 
Eslher Landis Billinger (51) BT, B. Merle Crouse (44) CS, CG, ED 
FS, CG, ED George L. Fifer (15)
Louise Bowman Callahan Paul S. Garber Sr. (14)
(10) CS, FS Claude S. Humbert Jr. (44) 
Leon W Rhodes (35) Eleanor Judy Robinson (2) 
Evelyn Roi ler Wilson (41) CS Lawrence W Roller
1949 Dororhy Huffman Shull (44)
25% Partic1par1on 
CS, CR, CG, ED
Edgar A Flora• (44) BT, FS, CG, ED Gran! D. Simmons
Ilene Neher Smilh (7)V Frances Whirmore Plecker 
(7) cs Richard B. Wampler (9)
Marilee Miller Sacke11 (51) PC, 1953 
WY, CG, ED 33.3% Part1c1par1on 
0. Raymond Sellers Jr. (2) John K. Boi1no11 (11) cs, ED 
Bernice Hooker Waller (2) ED J H. Caricofe (35) HC,CR, ED 
Hubert N. Whitten Jr. (6) Janel Eller Coffman (11) 
Virginia Bittinger Whitten (6) Oris D. Kirchen (28) CG 
1950 Marion E. Mason (51) PC, IVY, CG 
20% Par1 c1par1on Helen Bowman Moore ED 
Allen M. Clague Jr. (43) PC, Lois May Rhodes (9) CG, ED 
Barbara Sellers Roller FS, CG 
Helen Wine Shickel (51) HC, CR Pauline Payne Coleman (4) 
Elaine Skelron Fike
Charles H. Simmons (15) Ci 
Marga rel Faulkner Horn (71) Janel E. Smilh (11) CG, ED 
BT, CR, CG Wayne E. Spangler (44) BT, 
Charles L. Leona rd (2) CG, ED 
William E. Reish (4) Dorolhy Richardson Teales 
Carl N. Shull (44) cs, CR, CG, ED 1954 
Kalhleen Miller Williar (36) 514% ParricipatlOn 
CS, CR, CG Marlin P. All 
Joe A Wine (15) CG Joann Isenberg Boyd (3) 
Louise Roller Burrner (34) PC, 
JIV, CG, ED 
Betty Naff Caricofe (35) HC, 
CR, ED 
Doris Thompson Carpenrer 
(31) CG
Melba Mellon Cline (44) FS, CG
Thomas Coffman Sr. (2) CG 
Carolyn Ga rs1 Dins! (3) CG, ED
Anne Spigle Garber (14)
Joseph P. Harner Jr. (2) 
John D. Layman (51) CG 
Marian Sadd Layman (51) CG 
Maiy Lipscomb Ludwick (42)
CS, CG
Joan Myers Mason (51) PC, 
WY, CG
Janel Carter Miller (2) CR, CG, ED
Joyce DeBol1 Miller (4)
S. Elizabe1h Mason Moyers
(26)
Palricia Myers Uhler (10) 
J Paul Wampler (51) PC, OF, CG
Priscilla Wakeman Wampler 
(51) PC, OF, CG 






Maiy Ankrum Bowman CG 
Helen Parricia Richardson 
Creange (28) 
Herschel R. Fike (15) 
W Wallace Harcher (44) PC, 
OF, CG 
Betty Hallerman Kline (30) 
CS, CG, ED 
FrankW Lambert Jr. (6) 
Peggy Moore Marks (44) ED 
John H. Riew (4) 
E. Reiman Shober Jr. (14) BT, CG 
Maiy Shull Simmons
N. Paige Will (16) HC, FS, CG
1956 
35.9% Parr1c1par1on 
Texie Bashor Doolittle (2) 
Waller L. Flora (15) cs 
Ray E. Glick (20) CG, ED 
Jane Heishman Hare (27) 
Wesron A Hare (27) 
Dolores Healwole Hoak(2) 
Peggy Purdy Mason (18) HC, FS 
Peggy Bower Merzger (38) 
M. Louise Owen (44) FS, CG 
Helen Wild Robinson (7) 
Jerold D. Sheller (13) 
C. Ray Smilh (44) cs
Carol Complon Spangler (44)
BT, CG, ED
Guy E. Wampler (28) CG
Carolyn lkenberiy Weaver (31) 
1957 John E. Wh11e (9) cs, CG, ED 
44. 9% Participation Owen L. Wrigh1 (6) 
Alla Gran! Bibb (19) 1959 
Donald W Border (7) 
James 0. Bowman (41) PC, 
276% Participation 
OF, CG, ED
Mildred Wine Border (7) 
Joseph B. Bowman Jr. ED
Auburn A Boyers (6) 
Sylvia Kline Bowman (41) PC,
Leannah Myers Cloud (2) CS, ED 
OF, CG, ED 
Chrisline Miller Cole (5) 
Rudolph A Bush (44) 
Marjorie Hare Coppock (6) 
Maiy Carherine Garber 
Joanne Mullendore Coulson 
(27) 
Fifer cs 
Ronald V Cox (53) HC, JIV, CG, ED 
Grace Funkhouser Florence 
(8) cs
Viole! Siron Cox (53) HC, JIV, 
Barbara Furman Groff (26) 
CG, ED 
Belsy Naff Davis (5) 
John C. Harshbarger Jr. (6) cs 
Carolyn Lanrz Halcher (44)
William H. Drury (10) 
PC, OF, CG
Rurh Holman Garrigan (35) 
Rebecca Bowman Helbert
Lavonne I ken berry Grubb 
(16)
(44) 
Orrin M Kline Jr. (48) BT, CR, ED




John H. Harshbarger (20) 
Nancy Moore Link (17) 
PC, CR, ED
James 0. Lohr (43) CG
Cecil L. Haycock
John H. Mason (18) HC, FS
Loyce Guy Haysle1t (2)
Lariy S. Pence
Rogina Fifer Isaacs (24) ED
Richard M. Perre (2) HC, FS, 
Rober! H. King' (5) PC,IVY,CG
Joseph L. Kinzie Jr.
CG, ED
Tracy Lam Pless (4) 
Joyce Boone Klein (44) 
Mary Jo Sheers Mirchell 
Richard W Roller (21) 
Betty Rumburg Rollins
Elaine Craun Newlon (12)
Pa1ric1a Hundley Osisek (11) 
Phyllis Smilh Saufley (30) BT 
A lber1 L. Sau Is (32) CS, FS, CG
Marga rel Wampler Thomason
Janice Wine Wade (49) HC, 
Jeriy M. Wampler (15) 
JIV, CG, ED 
Carlyle Whilelow (26) CG, ED
Dale L. Wampler (46)
Rurh Wichael Williams (43)
J. Marion Wampler (16) ED
Reba K. Wood (25)
Lillian Wimmer Wells (19) CG 1960 
1958 34.1% Parr1C1par1on 
Alphus E. Arthur Jr. 
33.3% Parr1c1par1on 
Anonymous 
Travis D. Brown (9) Ci 
Linda Smilh Camper (15) CS, CG 
G. Forres! Collier Jr. (44) 
Frederick L. Carter Jr. (7) 
Pa1ric1a Squires Comp1on 
Nancy Crocke11 Caner (7) 
(8) cs
Ralph 0. Complon (16) cs
Curtis P. Coffman (18) 
Fred A Diehl (4) ED
James R. Cooke Jr. (14) 
Bernice Crockett Davenport 
David L. Duncan (8)
(9) 
Ro ber1 M. Flora (3)
Faye Byerly Davenport (45) 
Carole Funk Gerhard (15) cs
Alfred W Good (32)
William M. Florence (8) Ci 
Harold F. Good 
Ressie Elick King (47) 
William H. Littlepage (44) cs 
Naomi Lanrz Good (24)
Loretta Hartman Lohr (43) CG 
Edward N. Hallock' (6) Ci 
John M. Miller (44) cs 
R. Lanier Hallerman Jr. (12) CG
Barbara Hartman
Helen Womeldorf Neville (10) 
F. Gary Osborne (44) CS, FS, CG
Hinegardner (26)
William R. Hood (4)
MaJVin L. Simmers (15) 
Donald R. Jordan (44)
Edgar B. Simmons Jr. (15) PC
A Gene Knicely
Kennelh M. Smilh (26)
Howard A Miller (4) CG
Fred W Swar1Z (19) cs
Leland F. Pittman HC, ED
Marie Ves1 Thomas (15) 
Richard Rader (22) cs 
Martha Byerly Ware (41) 
Bettie Ford While (9) 
18.!IOSOCIETY-PC Presidenl's Club; HC Herilage Club; BT Bell Tower Club; cs Cornerslone Club; LIF ETIME GIVING-RS Renaissance Sociely; OF Daniel C. Floiy Sociery; 
IVY Waller B. Youn! Sociery; JIV John W. Wayland Sociely; FS Founder's Sociely; CR Chairman's Circle CRIMSON&GOLD-CG ENDOWMENT DON OR-ED 
'Deceased Numbers 1n parentheses represent years of consecutive giving. 
DONOR REPORT 15 
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Alumni by Class, continued 
Anne Murray Reid (42) HC, Susan PetellatTury (16) Carolyn Fifer Seilhamer (8) W1ll1am F. Duke Jr. (12) Jacqueline Wells Spicer (11) 
FS, CG Sue Hartley Valentine (38) CS, ED W1ll1am S. Earhart (51) HC, JW, Guy B. Stull Jr. (2) 
Catherine Tusing Simmons CG, ED Larry C. Seilhamer (8) cs, ED CG, ED Carolyn Wright Sturgill (42) 
(15) PC
1963 
Jane E. Sutherland (22) Nelson Ensley (2) Hans F. Wachtme1ster (2) cs, CR 
Alma Sue Webster Sparks (21) Donna Spitler Swartz (18) cs John P. Erb Sr. (13) Dean L. Weber (2) 
Jack L. Stapleton (8) cs 315% Part1c1pat1on Frances Draper von Samuel C. Foster (10) cs Freder1ckW. Zimmerman 
Martha Campbell Thompson Peggy Stanford Bishop (32) Seldeneck ED Michael A Gardner (44) cs, CG (11) CS, ED 
Barbara Cleary Wentz (12) Joyce Fogle Bohn (51) ED Carolyn PetcherW1les (6) ED Paul L. Hatcher (2) Katherine Martin Zimmerman 
Dorothy Jones Winter (42) ED David L. Bollinger (6) Charles M. W1ll1ams Jr. (15) Mary Frances Heishman cs, ED (11) CS, ED 
Richard F. Bower (20) ED Bingham W H1gg1ns (10) 
1961 Janet L. Bowman (49) 1965 Yvonne E. Kauffman (9) cs, CG 
1968 
242% Part1CJpat1on Kenneth D. Bowman (15) PC,WV 266% Part1CJpat1on Mary Lantz Maiden (10) CG BB% Part1CJpat1on 
Wanda Harmon Baker (2) HC, Jared J Clem (2) cs James H. Benson Sr. (3) E. Yager Marks Larry M Adams 
WV,CG, ED Betty Rickman Davis (25) BT, Sue Grove Botkin (15) cs, ED Nancy Nissley Marsden (3) Ann Foster Brown (3) CG, ED 
Donald L. Banks (9) cs FS, ED David L. Bowman JerryW. Martin ED Anne W Carver (44) 
C. Todd Brown (5) Henrietta Kiracofe Fralin Susan Gray Browder (11) B. Darrow Mclauchlin Jr. (6) David E. Coffman (43) ED 
Eleanor Muntz1ng Collins (28) ED Richard A Clark II HC, ED Joanne Forry Combs ED 
Gloria Meyers Denlinger R. Thomas Fralin Jr. (28) ED D. Miller Davis (32) W1ll1am H. Mock (18) Betty Bryan Dove (33) ED 
Patr1c1a Henning Ecker Mitchell W Holsinger (15) Mary Coffman Early (33) cs, CR Delores A Morns (14) Karen Harman Ewing (11) ED 
Doris Lawson Harsh (44) cs Douglas M Jones (19) HC Leland W Flora (4) Hubert C. Roop Jr. (20) BT, ED E. Edward Froehlich Jr. (16)
Kurtz E. Hersch Don A Landes David L. Fondel1er(l5) Cherr1II Kline Stone (44) BT, Carolyn Crumpacker Gardner 
MarJ0r1e Corbin Kehoe (33) Ernest D. May cs Dorothy Schmoyer DF, CG, ED (44) CS, CG
Carolyn Bauserman Kne1sly Rebecca Beech May cs Harshbarger (20) PC, CR, ED Catherine Crist Strickler Douglas M. Graves (53) 
(44) Jane Meadows (34) cs Ralph W Hicks Jr. (2) CS, ED Robert F. Tans1II (2) Michael D. Guinn (6) HC, ED 
David A Layman (19) HC Carol Zimmerman Miller (6) Mary L. Hobbs (17) Linda Simmons W1ll1ams (6) Ruth Nelson Hannum (20) CG 
Wayne M. Liskey (3) ED Betty Glover M1str cs, ED W1ll1am S. Hutton (3) Davene McKee Wolfe (55) Frederick G. Hutchison Jr. (6) 
Sylvia Barron Massie (5) Ernest N. M1str cs, ED C. David Jones (11) ED Linda Kyle Ibex (4) 
Glenn W M1IIer(21) Wayne S. Mitchell (15) ED Susann Long Jones (11) ED 1967 Beverly Perdue Jennings
David H. Osborne (32) W1ll1am C. Moyers James P. Kirby (5) ED 40,2% Part1CJpat1on (4) PC, FS 
James A Reedy (23) Wilfred E. Nolen (44) PC,WV, Ellen K. Layman (35) ED Bonita Miller Anderson (42) ED Mary Ann Hartman Johnson
Lester N. Saunders Jr. (20) CG, ED Ralph C. MacPha1I Jr. (44) Thomas H. Anderson (42) ED (15) CS, ED 
E. Duward Starkey Mandy Dixon Pence Richard S. McGuffln John A Baden Ill (7) ED Bev Marcum (2) ED
Janet Estep Whetzel (22) CG Richard E. Ph1ll1ps (47) Nathan H. Miller (11) CS, JW, CG Kathy Kev1II Batkin (2) CG, ED Richard L. Masincup (21) 
Joseph A Whitmore Jr. (44) ED Harriet Flora Rader (22) cs Robert H. Patterson (44) ED Jason B. Bauserman Marcia S1ncla1r McCoy (5) 
Lois Bowman Whitmore Ann Anderson Scott (16) Sue Miller Patterson (44) ED John D. Bowman Allan W Nicholas (3) ED 
(44) ED Norman K. Sulser(26) Linda O'Bryan Rogers Jaquelin Green Bradford Carolene Grossnickle Perry 
John A Wiggs (15) Stuart R. Suter (26) PC, JW Dorothy Gosnell Saville (40) Barbara Marshall Burch (4) ED (3) CS, ED
B. Joseph Zimmerman Paul P. Varnes (44) PC, CR, CG Charles H. Scott Susan E. Cobb (5) Ann Mabe Poling (7) 
1962 
James C. Wood (14) BT, ED GaroldW. Senger Jr. Mensel D. Dean Jr. (44) PC, MarJ0r1e Miller Poling (9) 
Lula Belle Barnhart Wood Ph1ll1p C. Stone (44) BT, DF, CG, ED JW, ED Lynn Flory Riner (40) 
31 % Part1CJpat1on (14) BT, ED Charles E. Strickler Donald B. Eger II Edwin C. Savedge Jr.
W1ll1am H.A1ken Jr. (26) HC, Loyal H. Vanderveer (15) James F. Ellis (5) Robert J Schwenk(6) ED 
FS, CG, ED 1964 Suzanna Weimer Vanderveer D1x1e S. Elmes (31) ED Howard C. Seal ED 
James E. Beahm (44) cs, CG, ED 218% Part1CJpat1on 
(15) Thomas B. Erickson (21) cs Judith Lewis Shuey (4) 
Janet Huffman Boll1nger(6) Carolyn Johnson Belt W1ll1am W. von Seldeneck Donna Spitler Fields (15) Donald R. Stephen (2) CS, ED 
A Edward Burgess* (30) PC, Dan1elW Bly(6) Jr. ED Sarah Garber Foltz (6) cs, CR, ED Doris Meyer Tobias (40) cs, 
CR, CG, ED Delmer G. Botkin (15) CS, ED Mabel Lou Wakeman Weiss Constance Knight Gilmer CR, ED 
R. Paul Davis (25) BT, FS, ED Donna J Carr (15) HC, ED (44) CS, ED Vincent B. Gilmer Sr. James E. Upperman (20) 
Donald F. Dixon (30) Susan Frantz Clark cs, CG, ED Larry H. White (11) BT, ED Marian L. Gundlach (16) James H. Walsh (18) PC, JW, ED 
Iva Speicher Dixon (30) Linda Cassell Clem (2) cs Daniel H. W1ll1ams (6) Eugene D. Hart Jr. (2) Janice Ausherman Walsh (18) 
Norman W Felty (25) ED Harold N. Dev1lb1ss Jr. (10) Robert A Wolfe (55) Ray L. Heatwole (8) PC,JW, ED 
YanceyW Ford Jr. (34) HC, Stuart G. Fears Jr. (27) Pr1sc1lla Matthews Zobel (30) Linda J Holland (13) ED Joyce Grove Wampler (38) 
JW, CG Wilma L1v1ngston Ferguson J Michael Jacobs (19) cs, ED BT, ED 
Howard R. Hammond ED (4) 1966 Jean Kingsbury Jacobs (19) Richard l Was1l1us (2) CS, ED 
James D. Hillyard (2) Stuart E. Hallett Jr. 29A% Part1CJpat1on CS, ED James L. Wilkerson (44) PC,WV 
Larryl Hull (14) BT, CR, ED Hugh l Harris (2) Mary Ann Porterfield Christopher Lydie (18) Sally Tabb Wilkerson (44) PC,WV 
Ronald Kershner (10) CG, ED Judy Nolen Henneberger Angleberger (10) ED Thelma Esworthy Lydie (18) J Samuel Zigler Jr. (44) PC, 
ElbertW K1nz1e (51) PC, CG, ED (44) PC, JW, CG, ED Joseph E. Beahm* (2) James W McDaniel (14) CR, ED 
Robert S. Klein (44) Larry R. Huffman (8) ED l Kenneth Brady (2) Eileen Short McGrath (2) ED 
Carole Tanner Landes L1ll1an Preddy K1nz1e (51) PC, Joseph S. Browder (15) Frances Schwan1nger Morse 
1969 
Rebecca Zinn L iskey (3) ED CG, ED Diane V Brown (23) HC, CG, ED David A Penrod (16) cs 48.2% Part1CJpat1on 
Helen Shuey Marshall (12) ED Alice Hoffman MacPha1I (44) Donald R. Brown (44) HC,CR, ED Harry E. Poling (7) Anonymous (4) 
Bonnie Forrer Rhodes (11) Tony M Nicely (2) HC, CR Jean Crumpacker Brown (44) Barbara J Purkey Robert E. Alley (7) BT 
PC, DF, CG Paul V Ph 1bbs Jr. (31) CS, ED HC, CR, ED Dolores Fravel Richardson (5) Linda V. Andes-Georges (5) 
Harry I. Rinehart Jr. (17) ED Eileen Esworthy Ph1ll1ps (47) Julia Ross Clark Nancy L. Rittenhouse (44) CG CS, ED 
Barbara J Scruggs (28) Elizabeth Palmer Plumlee Anne Myers Dellinger ED Linda Ikenberry Sh1otan1 (23) Nina Miller Arnett (44) PC, CG 
Betty Garber Sullivan cs, ED Mary Kadel Dogan (5) ED Phyllis Showalter (2) CS, ED Holly Hendry Baehr 
1880SOCIETV-PC President's Club; HC 
WV Walter B. Yount Society; JW John W. 
BT Bell Tower Club; cs Cornerstone Club; LIFETIME GIVING-RS Renaissance Society; DF Daniel C. Flory Society; 
Society; FS Founder's Society; CR Chairman's Circle CRIMSON&GOLD-CG ENDOWMENTDONOR-ED 




July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020 
LASTING CONNECTIONS 
I am so glad I made the decision to attend Bridgewater. Growing up in Karachi, 
Pakistan, I wasn't quite sure what to expect when I first arrived on campus. My 
experiences and education, especially working with my mentor, Professor (Joe) 
Crockett, prepared me well for grad school at UNC. My professors inspired me to 
pursue an academic path myself, and today I am a chemistry professor at a liberal 
arts college in Illinois. I want to give back and make it possible for others like me to 
benefit from the Bridgewater Experience. 
-Cheryl Mascarenhas '97
Alumni by Class, conrinued 
Ina Fitzwater Baker (21) CS, ED 8. Lynn Kratz Kilchenstein Gene Ridder White (9) CS, Sharon Lineweaver Kiracofe Tho mas W. Dovel ED 
Martha Stover Barlow (6) cs George R. Knicely Jr. CG, ED (7) Marijean Kaetzel Eye (2) ED 
Carolyn Hupman Beach (8) Philip S. LaMar Connie J. Wineland (2) Dana K. Law Jr. (30) PC, ED Richard E. Fawley (20) ED 
PC, CR Linda Griswold Lawson Byron E. Wolfe cs Karen Ryder Lee (2) ED Everett Fisher cs 
Carol Bucher Bechtler Raye Z. Litten Ill cs Ronald D. Young Melvin D. Lee (2) ED Donna Wine Forbes (14) 
Joanne Pournaras Bianchini John F. Loving Janet Simpson Zigler cs William N. Marshall ED Gregory W. Fridinger 
Sharyn Halterman Bowman Jesse L. Lynch (2) 
1970 
Susan R. Martindale ED Charlene L. Good (7) CG 
Terry Morton Boyle (2) Charles L. Mason (23) PC, CG 
36.1% Pamciparion 
H. Nelson McConnell (8) Galen S. Heisey (11) cs, ED 
Mary Ward Britt J. Gregory Matthews Ill (7) Darlene Smith Meyers (15) ED Rufus C. Huffman (44) BT, CG 
G. Thomas Brown Jr. (3) CG, ED Michael E. McDonald (23) cs Anonymous Wayne W. Miller (9) cs Joanne De Ross, Lam (30) 
R. Kenneth Burner Jr. Ronald E. Messersmith Douglas H. Albrecht (5) J. Robert Moore (12) ED Suzanne Schamback La Mar 
Wayne L. Carpenter Christine Walker Robert L. Altic Jr. (41) ED Jeanne Burroughs Myers Ellis H. Lawson Jr. 
Jean Oliphant Coffman Moldenhauer Robert D. Boyle (2) (15) ED Lorraine Bittinger Lineweaver 
Arthur E. Cogswell Barry E. Myers (7) CG Sandra Hepner Cash (41) Lynn N. Myers (44) BT, CR, ED (9) CS, ED 
Jane Doyle Cogswell George M. Nipe Jr. Joy Lilley Davis (38) Michael L. Newman CG Jacqueline Ryder Livesay 
Cameron H. Craig (6) Stephanie Frish Parks Lynne Wright Engberg (8) Lavenia Aldridge Nor.ford Marcia Carter Mason (23) PC, CG 
Diane Miller Deffobis (11) Edward L. Poling (9) Charles W. Fairchilds (3) ED Joyce Webb Mullins 
Karen Muntain Dize (48) Joseph A. Powell (5) ED Mary Beth Myers Flory(44) Lee A. Nor.ford (3) ED Thomas E. Murray(4)
Joseph P. Dudash (17) Jean Buckner Pryor (18) CS, CG, ED Michael E. Nunnally ED Douglas R. Myers (15) ED 
Mary Crummett Eger C. Andrew Ramstetter Jr. (9) Theodore W. Flory (44) cs, C. Barry Pfitzner (40) ED Robert W. Nock (15) cs
F. C. "Tina" Egge (40) Wanda J. Ra per CG, ED Tracy L. Phillips (26) cs Linda Morgan Payne (30) CS 
Beverley Siple Ellis (5) Patricia Hornick Reichers (14) C. Roderick Gehr (44) ED John S. Prichard (4) Joyce K. Pellam (10) 
Abraham J. Evans Enc M. Rice (2) cs George R. Gordon Jr. (5) Mary Christian Queen (8) ED Carol McMurtrie Phillips (26) cs 
Karen Harken Fairchilds Judith Duffer Roop (20) BT, ED Lois Sulser Green (5) cs Marianne May Rankin (4) ED Richard S. Rizzuto 
Janet De Rossi Fike Cindy Bendell Root Pamela McGrath Hancharick Elaine Murray Reubush (23) CS H. Roller Shipplett Jr. (20) cs
Betsy Turner Finch Patricia Crabill Rosser (5) William G. Ryan (20) PC, CR, ED Jerry Johnson Shipplett (20) cs 
ArthurW. Fitchett(3) Susan Monger Sh 1fflett (4) PC Alice Fowler Harper ED Karen Wright Seifer J. Susanne Schramm Simmons 
Jane Zigler Fulk (4) cs Theodore G. Shuey Jr. HC Harold H. Hedley Jr. (2) Alan P. Sprinkel ED (2) BT 
Carol Atkins Gaddes Claude R. Simmons Ill (2) BT Stephen L. Hollinger (11) BT, ED Marilyn Heddings Tate Michaele Thomas Stooke (44) 
Steven M. Gilner (24) PC, FS, Paul J. Staufer Jesse E. Hopkins (49) BT, CR, Frederick A. Wampler (38) Carolyn Thompson Stutzman
CG, ED Carol Tr.aha n Stovka CG, ED BT, ED cs 
Charles Hagedorn Ill James Sturgill II (42) John T. Hopkins (3) CS, ED Brenda Demasi Wasilius (2) Nadia Nastis in Thom (2) 
Ginger F. Harden Richard L. Stutzman CS Priscilla Babbs Hopkins (3) CS, ED Nancy Woodward Thompson 
Anna Mae Donley Harmon ED Barbara Turner Swanson CS, ED Gregory J. Wolber (9) 
Ellin Childs Hayes Nancy DeBerry Sweet Karol Long Hottle (44) PC Karen Adams Wyrick (15) ED Jack L. Whitley Jr. (4) ED 
Luan Hart Hedley (2) Pamela Sullivan Upper.man Nancy Milstead Hottle (53) cs Ronald E. Wyrick (15) ED Linda Sue Whitmore (14) 
Gary I. Hottle (53) cs (20) Ronald E. Hottle (44) PC, CR Michael H. Zwicke (22) CS, ED 
George A. Kahl E. Marie Van Meter (15) cs Stephen H. Ip 
1972 
Judith M. Kavanaugh-Minnick Virg1niaAnson von Behr Martha L. Karam 
1971 19.5% Participarion 
(8) Michael A. Ward
Brian D. Kennedy CG, ED 115% Part1c1parion Anonymous 
J. David Kessler M. TerryWesthafer (13) PC J. Garland Kinzie (44) ED Martha Phillippe Black (15) Jane Mellinger Ballurro (2) 
Larry M. Carpenter (17) John D. Ballurio (2) 
18.!IOSOCIETY-PC President's Club; HC Heritage Club; BT Bell Tower Club; cs Cornerstone Club; LIFETIME GIVING-RS Renaissance Society; DF Daniel C. F lory Society; 
WV Walter B. Yount Society; JW John W. Wayland Society; Fl Founder's Society; CR Chairman's Circle CRIMSON&GOLD-CG ENDOWMENT DONOR-ED 
'Deceased Numbers 1n parenrheses represenr years of consecurive giving. 
Alumni by Class, continued 
Eloise Binford (3) 1974 
Sharon Hancock Bohrer (17) 16J% Part1c1pation 
David R. Boling G. Steven Agee (39) PC, JW, CG 
Bruce W Bowen (21) cs Mark E. Bollinger (17) 
V1ctor1a L. Bowen-Wiseman Vicky Webster Chapman (5) ED 
(4) Richard A Claybrook Jr. 
Mark A Bowman (6) (44) ED 
Cheryl Ann Chalmers (44) ED Lawrence D. Czarda (2) 
Geoffrey L. Chase (29) CR Steven J de Kozlowski (5) cs 
Susan Lerch Clague (15) Molly A Durbin 
James C. Clark Bruce W Fears (15) PC, CR 
Bruce C. Cowan (2) W1ll1amA Griffin Ill (4) 
Dennis G. Doherty(20) F. Kimball Hahn (24) 
Janet Hollinger Doherty (20) Jeffrey P. Heppard (45) cs, ED 
Allen D. Ervin (8) PC, CR Lester B. Hershey Jr.
J Michael Fike (5) Margaret Yu Ip
Ellie Hodge Draper Flory Rhonda Rhoda Kane
(44) cs J Allen Layman (24) HC, FS 
Eric R. Gehr (20) Stephen 0. Mason (44) cs, 
GregoryW Ge1sert (44) CG, ED 
Dorothy Valentino Gem1gnan1 Lawrence W MIiier (40) ED 
W Edward Homes Ill (2) cs, Carter Myers 
CG, ED M Charles Queen Jr. (8) ED 
Robert L. Horn Geraldine Garber Rigney 
W Dale Houff (44) CS, ED Martin l Smith Jr. 
John C. Koebert (J) Susan Kowalesky Stevens (20) 
Deborah Dandridge Kyles Marion F. Trumbo (14) 
(10) cs Phyllis J Wine (15) cs 
Michael K. Kyles (10) cs 
Carol Rapp McDonald (23) cs 1975 
Jo Ann Cahall M1IIer(9) cs 218% Part1CJpat1on 
Ernest R. Neff (22) Ann Miller Andrus (15) cs 
Alan L. O'Neal Beverly Thompson 
Sue Ellen Myers Pol1se (15) Armbruster (45) PC, CG, ED 
V 1rg1n1a V Snuggs (3) Rober t P. Armbruster (45) 
Karen Hershey Spessard (14) PC, CG, ED 
Er1cC.Vore(8) Amber C. Cheng (3) 
Gary E. Walter (10) Pul1moot1I P. Cherian ED 
1973 
Allen M. Clague Ill (15) 
George C. Dandridge Jr. (2) 
H2% Par t1CJpat1on Shirley Thomas Demer1 
Susan Kutz Bowen (21) cs l W1ll1am Dillon Jr. (35) ED 
Grover C. Collins Ill (10) Diane Sackett Fike (17) ED 
CharlesW Dull(2) Margaret Mlc1otto Fl1ck1nger 
Janean Sullivan Fawley (20) ED (2) cs 
Bradley K. Ge1sert (33) Robert B. Fl1ck1nger (5) 
Ellen Hottle Ge1sert (33) Ph1l1p E. Flory(6) cs
G. W1ll1am Harper Ill (24) cs Janet W1ll1ams Frye (15)
Mary Bert Hawkins (8) Randy R. Fullerton (6) cs, ED 
Karen Smith Hayes (2) Barbara Mills Graham 
Beth J Hershner(7) cs Rebecca Ph1ll1ppe Hamill ED
James A Hulvey(37) J Samuel Hartman (3) ED
Stephen W Judy Linda K. Hawbaker (40)
Marilyn Shrum Lockhart (12) Deborah L. Hixon (6) cs
Carolyn French Long Nancy R. Hopkins- Garriss (12) 
Betty Forrer McNett ED Lawrence M. Johnson (36) cs
Eleanor Warren Reed (32) Dean G. K1nley(6) cs 
Clarice A Runkles (42) Monty 0. Mathias (2) 
J Douglas Smith (40) HC, FS, Sherry Stitt Miller (16) CG, ED 
CG, ED Robert R. Newlen (9) cs, CG 
Dennis E. Toney Deborah Houff Price (5) ED 
Pamela Hanley Toney Tamyra Beckner Rosen 
P. David Trout (14) Martin F. Schlaepp1 (8) 
Joni Walton Truscott (28) Allen F. Schwender (7) ED 
John J Zack (3) Elizabeth Burkhardt Sharrett
(8)
Ronald B. Simms (4) 
Chris W Sizemore (16) 
Joy Barnett Stacy ED 
Jack D. Stenger (3) cs 
Donna Price Walker (40) PC, 
FS, CG 
David L. Wampler (43) 
1976 
15-9% Part1c1pat1on
Nancy Purdy Ackerman (6)
Chr1st1neAppl-Walsh (2)
Robert S. Bowers (13) 
Jeffrey H. Brown 
Ann Crumley Cherian ED 
David W. D1daw1ck BT
Bruce H. Elliot t  (14) ED
Rodney S. Fike (17) ED 
Steven E. Gardner (12) BT, ED 
Marsha Richardson Hahn
(34) ED 
Dawn L. Harrington (42) 
Dena Hixon (4) 
Karen Burkholder Huffman 
(24) 
J Jeffrey Lunsford (3)
Alan L. Marshall (19)
Elizabeth A Mumper (9)
Andrea Mose Nolley (2) cs
Curtis B. Nolley (2) cs
Elizabeth Painter Smith (40)
HC, FS, CG, ED 
Denise D. Spurr1er(2) 
Melva Ze1tschel Sunday 
Robyn Tritt Wampler (43) 
Barbara Jo Warner (3) 
Elizabeth Holmes Webster (2) 
Deborah WestW1ndett (2) 
1977 
19,9% Part1CJpat1on 
Sandra M Bahr(22) 
E. Rush Barnett (17) cs 
Charlotte Beahm Bear (21) 
Peter A Becker 
Pamela Cramer Belch (5)
J Russell Bruner(ll) HC,CR
Cynthia Finley D1daw1ckBT
Jean Miller Fallon (2)
Cynthia Heatwole Fike (5) 
E. LeRoy Foerster Jr. (2)
Kathy A G1ngr1ch (19) 
Zanette Showker Hahn (2) CG 
David G. Hundley (10) 
Diane Tuck Kidd (7) ED
Michael A Kidd (7) ED 
Charles M. Mackley (3) 
Sharon L .  Mason ED
E. Dustyn M1ller(l6) CG, ED 
James R. Ohler(l4)
Susan B1llh1mer Ph1ll1ps (19)
Judith Shivers Raphel
James M. Rehbock 
Margarita S. Rice (31) 
Michael G. Roach 
Eric M. Shank (3) cs, ED 
LarryW Shank (J) ED 
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Katherine L. Simmons (20) James M. Tucker (2) 
RaymondW Studwell II (10) Gregory L. Via (3) 
Rhonda Fike Stutzman (20) 
Steven E. Sunday 
1980 
Richard A Toms Jr. ll8% Part1c1pation 
Arthur J Andrey Jr. 
1978 Richard H. Beech (40) 
20% Part1c1pat1on ArthurW Boyce (4) cs 
Anonymous Robert C. Brockman (20) BT 
Debra Moyer Allen (15) cs, ED Audrey Puckett Church (37) 
Tina Morgan Barnett (17) cs Carolyn Ph1ll1ps Erbaugh (J) 
W Keith Brower Jr. (9) Joe C. Freeland (2) 
Sandra Mason Cable (8) CR, ED James E. Hollen 
Bonnie Kline Cheshire (22) Rebecca Long Jackson 
Richard L. Davis (2) Chris A Lumsden (3) PC, ED 
Andrew R. Durdock(l4) ED Linda Smith Lumsden (3) PC, ED 
l Michael Fallon (2) Terri Gladwell Miller (12) ED 
Allen P. Flora (36) ED Nancy Smith Mohlmann (29) 
Denise Lovelace Flora (36) ED Neal M Mohlmann (13) 
Frances Webb Ford Belle A Scheibner (2) 
Gregory E. Harper (3) Teresa Loda Toth 
Hope Harmon Hickman (42) Keith L. Wampler (33) cs 
PC, FS Jean W1ll1 (14) HC, CR 
John Sherrard Holland Luke G. Wolfe (36) cs 
Cathy Simmons Huffman (2) CG 
1981 
Donna Sawley Jamison 
Beth Grove Kelly (32) H2% Part1CJpat1on 
Mary Beth Baughman Anonymous 
Lambert (42) Cheryl VerJ1nsk1 Brower (9) 
Sherri Bolen Lapp (25) Stephen D. Cox (11) 
Russell Laub (9) John J Early 
Timothy R. Martin (26) W Scott Fauber (3) cs 
John R. Milleson (42) Alison Hockman Freeland (2) 
Donna E. Nichols (8) Shirley Beller Holland 
Joy Fisher Perry Michael G. Hunt (2) 
James H. R1tch1e Jr. (2) Jeffrey A Jones (20) BT 
Doris W Scott (6) CG Curtis L. Kendall (11) cs 
Anita Hall Waters (18) CG Erich M Kyger (5) 
W Craig Waters (18) CG Susan Stickley Mallon (9) 
David C. Wood (J) Lisa C. McDan1els (5) cs 
Daniel J Neher (5) 
1979 Alice Hopkins Puckett (18) 
ll9% Part1CJpat1on Gladys Akers Remnant (38) 
R. Ted Barker (42) cs, CG Efra1m Roa Jr. (5) PC, CR 
Glenn A Benson Gregory L. Tewalt (28) cs 
Michael W Church (37) Robert E. Thurston (20) 
Gerald P. Balle Crouse (12) Carol Bowman Weaver (15) ED 
A Richard East (2) Kr1st1n E. Whitehurst (37) 
Kenneth M. Heatwole (5) Kathy G. Wright (21) cs, CR, ED 
Kathy L. Hiler (2) 
1982 
Joyce Conner K1tzm1ller (4)
Sherri Bittner Krohl ED 118% Part1CJpat1on 
Jonathan D. W Lyle (16) BT, Robin Kreher Brown (28) cs 
CR,ED Magdalene Moore Copp 
George L. Mason (40) Holly R. Crocket t  (2) 
Suzanne Artz Mcllwee (17) Veatta Deal-Berry (15) BT 
Ellen Burkholder Miller (44) ED W1ll1am R. Dickerman (14) 
Kathy Kline MIiier (4) James R. Ernst Jr. 
Robert R. Miller (12) ED Daniel S. F1tzGerald HC 
Kay Spitzer Morrison (12) Freda Bowman Givens (15) ED 
James D. Mumper (5) cs, ED Roderick L. Johnson 
Pamela MIiier Mumper(5) Sherrie Hannah Johnson (4) 
CS, ED Laura MacPherson-McDonald 
Randall A Peck (5) 
R. Jeffrey Postans (17) cs, ED Ruth Kline Mickelberry (4) 
Alice R. Ryan cs David R. M1IIer(4) 
Susan Crowe Threew1tts (8) Mark F. Puckett (18) 
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Aiumrn by Class, continued 
Lavonne Coffman Rol1nc1k June McConnell Sutton Jeanne Dia R1tch1e ED Leanne Griffith Deitz (2) ED Gary L. W1ll1ams Ill 
J James Sp1nell1 Jr. (30) Thomas E. Sutton Jr. Randolph H. Shomo (23) Brydon M. DeWitt (2) cs Melvin E. W1ll1ams (13) cs 
Paul C. Stubbs (2) Teresa White Trumbo (5) John K. Spencer Jr. (16) Lisa Loving DeWitt (2) cs 
1996 
Teresa L. Tucker(4) ED Sherrie K. Wampler (34) PC, RamseyW Yeatts (30) Chr1stopher G. Hagan 
G. BenJam1n Wampler (34) FS, ED Pamela Taylor He1nr1ch (3) Z3% Part1c1pation 
1989 
PC, FS, ED C. Bradford W1ll1amson (6) Derek 0. Hodge (6) Jason E. Berkey(4) 
Jeannine Lemon Wampler CR, ED 9.5% PartiCJpat1on Anne E. Holloway-Lundy (12) Kathryn Jarvis Dovel (14) 
(33) cs John P. Del Giudice Nicolle Broughton Jones (2) Gregory D. Edwards (8) ED 
Mark S. Wray (9) 
1986 E. Scott Dovel (14) Jeffrey S. Kum per Brian l Flory (12) ED 
8.8% Part1c1pation Sheila Grant Erhardt cs Kevin A Lee (8) 1997 1983 Jennifer Surbaugh Burkholder l Michelle Johnson Floyd (2) J Mark Lindsay ED 5.1 % Part1c1pat1on 8.8% Part1CJpat1on Pamela Wampler Butler (16) Gregory S. Gum (6) Lucille Hamstead McDaniel (5) 
Robert B. Arritt Jr. l Marshall Butler Jr. (16) Michelle Anderson Gum (6) Bradley J Moyers (19) 
Ben Jamin S. Barlow (16) 
Tammy Cover Balser Bradley E. Cox cs Anita Bush Helm Rebecca Morris N1cely(2) 
Lara Rosier Bissett (2) 
l Brian Balser Susan Shaffer Cox cs Elizabeth Kitts Llewellyn (2) Shawn Flory Replogle (17) 
Emily Shonk Edwards (8) ED 
J David Clatterbuck (14) Duane W. Dinkel PC Timothy M. Llewellyn (2) Nathan R. Greiner Melissa Frank Roadcap (7) 
Joan Lawrence Daggett (6) Sandra Walbridge Faw (32) Leslie Mohler(l9) Mary Katherine Tate Rush (3) 
Jennifer L. Hedrick (24) cs, ED 
Curtiss M. Dudley(37) Bradley S. Hallock (11) BT, ED Rhonda Pittman G1ngr1ch (5) Mark A Sherman (3) HC 
Cheryl M Mascarenhas (10) cs 
Kimberly A Kirkwood (20) ED Karla McCray Hallock (11) BT, ED Matthew I. Sm 1th (26) PC, JW Tara Huffman Meadows (2) 
Erik K. Kloster (38) PC, CR Cynthia K. Howdyshell-Shull Jay M. Wampler (13) cs 1993 Joel G. Pugh (20) 
Deborah Litten Litten (22) (26) Dorita Puffenbarger Webster 79% Part1CJpat1on John W. Riner 
W1ll1am S. Madison Craig R. Johnson (4) (l) M. Travis Andrews (26) PC, FS 
Ben Jamin J Spotts 
Patrick H. Paul ED Jerry Anne Thompson Kines 
1990 
Jennifer Magers Brady 1998 
Warren D. Saunders Jr. (6) (34) 
4% Part1CJpat1on 
Scott A Brown (9) 64% Part1CJpat1on 
Kathy Swecker Star1ck (3) Carol Lena Griffith Miller (4) Paul J Comer Ill (6) 
Robert I. Stolzman (35) PC, JW W1ll1am M. Quigley E. Todd DeBerry Matthew G. Deitz (2) ED 
Nicole Szymkowski Brown (2) 
Mary Helen Ellis Tucker (2) Scott l Stinnett Amy Fouts-Wampler (13) cs Jarrett P. Hatcher 
Scott J Brown (2) 
Deborah Layman Will CR Dewey M. W1ll1ard (30) Deborah Mastron1cola Fultz ED Tara Grooms Lee (8) 
Ol1v1a D1daw1ck Hutton (22) 
Matthew B. Garber Leslie Caraway Johnson 
1984 1987 Kevin W Helmick (2) 
Jeffrey K. Miller (12) BT, ED Jeremy M Koster (13) 
115% Part1CJpat1on 9.7% Part1CJpat1on Cheryl Crawford Lindsay ED 
Scott A Moomaw (2) Johnathan G. Orrock 
Amy Jenkins Moyers (19) Alison Flory Replogle (17) Andrew B. Agee (9) cs Daphne Dillon Alcock Debra Burch Spencer (16) Kelli M1ller N1chols (5) cs 
Martha Kline Allen (6) ED Pamela A Buckl1nger (10) Jennifer Knupp Riner 
1991 Stephen D. Nichols (5) cs Krista Kerns Shonk (22) cs Donna Simmons Arc1diacono Alan B. Church (19) Shari Huffman Payne (27) 
m Barry 0. Davis (4) 
10.8% Part1CJpat1on Janice G1bbel Sommerhoff 
Rebecca Haines Ardis (27) Kathy Quesenberry Fout (2) Anonymous 
Troy G. Reimer (17) (19) 
Lisa Good Balley Beth Strohmayer Gamble D. Cory Adamson (11) PC, FS, ED 
Timothy L. Rinker (27) Angela Yohe Spotts 
Dale 0. Bowman (15) cs, ED (9) CS, ED Shonda Arnett Asaad (9) cs, ED 1994 Jodi Sites Weller (7) 
Kevin W Daggett (6) Michael A Jenkins (5) John M Ashley Jr. 8.1% Part1CJpat1on 1999 
Michael D. Del Giudice HC, CR Teshome Molalenge (11) Lulu Zhu Barfoot (19) Sara Wilkerson Andrews (26) 72% Part1CJpat1on 
Hal Duff (15) CS, ED Ann Ringgold Ra1nard (13) BenJam1n G. Beach (16) PC, FS Kathy High Blouch (2) ED 
Amy Dawson Finley ED Erik C. Roper (4) cs Patt1ann Dz1kow1cz Beach (16) Chr1st1na Shaffer Canody 
Timothy M Finley ED Tammy Huffman Shomo (23) Jason J Behrs Jeremyl Canody 
Kellea Whorley Hogan 
Kenneth I. Henson (4) Kathryn Wampler Stone (9) BT Sally Jane Conner (30) Kimberly Flora Carter(26) 
Amy Johnson Hutcherson 
Kr1st1n Cossairt DeBerry (21) ED John R. Hipps (35) CR, ED Ph1ll1p C. Stone Jr. (9) BT BT, ED Jennifer MIiis Kaczynski (2) 
W1ll1am S. Hudson Jr. (32) Margaret E. Winter (3) Jeffrey S. Faus Lance J Carter Elizabeth Smith McNeal 
GregoryW Keeler (23) cs Laura Bowling Fitch (15) ED Chad J Edwards Larenda Ridley Miller 
Tamara L. McCray (11) 
1988 Melody Derrow Hinkle (17) Cheryl Gilmer Fitzgerald 
Stephanie Bishop McFadden 12.1% Part1CJpat1on Lara Leahman Hoke (10) Ellen M Hicks (10) 
Meredith Hall Moomaw (2) 
Alan E. Borgwardt (31) cs S. Renee Hoover (8) ED Emily Fagan Reedy (6)ED Kevin A Moore (9) Chr1st1an M. Saunders (3) 
Mary Ellen Houser McVey (16) Elisabeth Mills Borgwardt Nan P. Hutchison (4) ED Debra L. Palmer 
LuAnn Ashton Paul ED (31) cs Robert W. Jamerson Jr. Jody L. Parkes 
Kimberly Workman Saunders
Denise Eller Saunders (6) Gary N. Clark Quentin A Jones (2) Craig M Payne (26) 
(l) 
Dennis J Wakeman (19) cs, ED John W Cox II Christy A Neff-Gomba Karl R. Verell (19) HC, CG, ED 
Nathan D. Shonk(20) cs 
John P. Curry (2) Timothy A Nicely (2) Wesley D. Woods (4) 
Raymond E. Sterner (3) 
1985 Wendy Wade Curry (2) Melissa Keller Shanahan (3) Richard S. Vallaster Ill (22) CS, CG 
78% Part1CJpat1on James D. Delucas Jr. (30) cs Mark A VanHuss 1995 Chastity Shaffer Wh 1taker 
Douglas A Allison Ill Van1ene Hudgins Delucas Carolyn Wilson Whitworth 66% Part1CJpat1on (21) CS, CG
J R. Cannaday (9) (30) cs Carolyn Anderson Barrett Matthew L. Whitaker (21) CS, CG
John E. Crane Jr. (3) Karen Moore Garrison (3)
1992 
Tara Huffman Bowman Emily Simmons Wood
Susan Perdue Duff (15) cs, ED Lavonne Bowman Harner 9.2% Part1CJpat1on Matthew R. Brady 2000 
Troy M. Glembot (9) BT (26) ED Ann Marie Jenkins Anderson Alyson A Coffman (6) ED 
Keith l Howard (11) Mary Wh1te Helm1ck(2) JeffreyW Carter (25) BT, ED Jason R. Conley(2) 
5% Part1CJpat1on 
Angela Cromer Clem Wilbert R. Coleman Jr. David M. Jones (2) John N. Henneberger ED Amanda Curry Graziano (7) Mike Dent (8) 
J1mm1e L. R1tch1e Jr. ED Debbie Garber Landes (2) ED Ph1l1p J Clem Chr1st1e L. Osborne (2) Nadine L. Monn 
Ashley B. Smith (7) PC, JW Barbara Hottle Long (20) Darla Kay Bowman Deardorff Daniel S. Rush (3) Michael F. Morris (2) 
Ph1l1p l Spickler (15) David B. Ra1nard (13) (13) ED Chr1styValent1ne Turner (4) cs Barbara Brigham Mowery (19) 
*Deceased 
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Aiumrn by Class, continued 
J Chr1st1an Obenshain (15) ED Andy E. Miracle (2) Cole F. Shepherd 2010 Kelly Ryan Ph1ll1ps (2) 
John S. Shirley Kylie Lehman Mohler (2) Jennifer Hoffsm1th Small (3) 4.8% Part1c1pation Milena Radov1c 
Christopher J Wampler(2) George M N1pe Ill Angela Runkle Stuth Nicole Sydnor Cumberland Jacey Kelley Robison 
Chr1stopherW Zepp (20) cs Brian A Ratliff (2) Matthew D. Stuth Meghan K1mec DeJarnette Jessica N. Sites 
Robert C. Ziegenfuss Lorel1 Combs Rowe (5) cs Geraldine Poppke Suter Aubry A Dix Jr. Samantha Hancock Turley 
2001 
Sean A Rowe (5) cs (ll)ED Cindy Kaschak Fike (7) 2014 
68% PartiCJpat1on 
Jarret L. Smith (10) Marcus D. Washington Katelyn Pendergrass Goad 
63% PartiCJpat1on 
BenJam1n l Butler (4) 
Michael D. Smith (15) BT 
2007 Rachel Sch1ldwachter Hillman Anonymous Trevor D. Smith (7) 
Jennifer L. Dehoff (2) 4A% Part1CJpat1on Katherine P. Ardis (4) 
Awanta Ridley Edwards 2004 Timothy L. Basom (2) 
AndrewT. Kirkner (11) 
Zadqu1el R.Av1la 
Kendra L. Flory (11) 63% Part1CJpat1on Noelle Moore Funk(9) 
Andrew 0. May HC 
Mary B. Ballard 
Holly Wagner Fowler (2) Josefina S. Baca-Asher Emily Price Hall 
Alexandra C. Myatt 
Ca1tl1n M Boles (6) 
Timothy H. Leach (2) Jordan R. Bies (2) Mark S. Hall 
Ann Humphries Rodgers (4) 
Stephanie R. Breen 
Melissa Baker Nice Nell J Bodan1 PC Brandon E. Kelley 
David L. Rodgers (4) 
Joanna M. Caples (2) 
Spencer A Nice Jon M Boller (3) Marci Ferguson Myers (14) 
Louis J Sanchez (8) 
Ashley D. Ellis 
Jaime Huffer Penney (19) Chr1stopherW Clark Brittany Mears Owens (2) 
Layne M. Sheppard (4) 
Erin M Gardner 
Marcus D. Richardson (2) Bret C. Colbert (11) Colin L. Owens Jr. (2) 
Lindsay Arthur Wilhelm 
Megan E. Gould (3) 
Ph1l1p K. Roper Clarence W. Durrette II Richard L. Read Jr. 2011 Amanda L. Harpine (6) ED 
Whitney Stroop Smith (10) Daryl L. Funk(9) Henry J Thode 3J % Part1CJpat1on Alyssa Pennington Hosler 
Rebekah S. Wolf (2) ED Kevin P. Ge1sert (6) M1chaelAT1so Laura N. Aldstadt (6) Zachary E. Hosler 
David A Young (19) BT Julie Carper Hay (12) Dustin P. Zel1k (2) Lacey C. Barnett Zachary L. Hynes cs 
Amanda Beckwith Zepp Immanuel J Jones 
2008 Tina Lowe Brockman (2) cs, ED 
Troy C. Jackson (2) 
(20) cs KellyN. Moore 
5,9% Part1CJpat1on 
Elizabeth Smith Click Tiffany Toner Law (3) ED 
Michael A Paris Dustin P. Dedrick (3) ED BenJam1n A Mart1ndell (2) 2002 Jeffrey Y. Adams (13) Stefanie Beckner Paris Kathryne Gray King (2) Jennifer Lutz Md\doo 
7% Part1CJpat1on Dawn M. Burtner Jonathan D. Puvak (2) Michael E. Lupton (7) Megan M. Md\ll1ster (3) ED 
JefferyW Carr(l2) Melissa J Short (9) Laura M. Daniel (2) James F. Oates Darrin C. McKenzie (2) 
Wendy Campbell Carr (12) Jermaine S. A. Taylor Brent M. Darsch (6) cs Kimberly C1cotello Roby Clarissa E. Sanders 
Joshua K. Ellinger (17) Megan Clark Velez (8) cs Lisa Cosby Fitzgerald Keen en A Tillar Andrew J Veen1s (6) 
Sarah E. French (3) Harold B. Wright Ill (15) PC Angela I . Flage (8) Holly Donahue Veen1s (8) 
Andrew P. Grossnickle (13) PC Cameron 0. Flynn 2012 Katelyn M Wampler 
Jordan L. H 111 BT 2005 Jennifer Gravatt Glazer 7% Part1CJpat1on 
MatthewW Huffman (19) 71% Part1CJpat1on Em1lyWe1r Goss Paul W Brockman (2) cs, ED 
2015 
HC, ED Douglas G. Balmer (13) Jefferson W H 1ghf1II Jr. Lori M Carlton (9) l3% Part1CJpat1on 
W1ll1am J Lutz Austin S. Beaver Ian J McNeil (12) Joseph M. Cross Crystal Stone Brubaker (3) cs 
Wendy Fike McDonough Natalie Swick Campbell Mary Ann Layman Miller (2) W1ll1am R. Davis (6) Dalton L. Campbell 
(16) ED Joshua S. Carico Yolanda Tillman Montague Carrie Spade Dedrick (3) ED Madison H. Chilcote 
AshleyN. McLain (2) V1rg1n1a H. Fulg1n1t1 Zachary J Noah Holly Bird Dunn Paige A Hennessy (5) 
Sarah Wyant Mitchell (2) Erik C. Ge1sert (14) Melvin A Queen Ill MarshallW. Dunn Erin E. Holden 
Kirk B. Monroe (13) Eric S. Gentry (4) Daniel L. Rudy(6) Savannah M. English HC Lauren Dower Kersey 
ClayE. Proctor(3) Antony R. Hunt BenJam1n M Shirkey Samy Essalh1 (2) Edward P. Reddick Ill 
Kristy Kane Rhea (10) Christopher M. Johnson (2) Morgan Showalter Shirkey Hillary Rees Fields (2) Maggie L. Reeger 
James E. Rhodes Jr. April M. Keister Julia K. Stutzman Coronado Amanda A Hahn (2) Chad A Wood ED 
Erin Westerman Roper Brian W. Neal H 1laryW Teeter (2) Bethany Hansberger Essalh1 Darren M. Yoder (2) 
Matthew J Stevens (13) Justin E. Pruett (6) Alexander Wilkens (4) 2016 
Em1la J Sutton (2) Caroline Gust Puvak (2) Scott W Z1ttle (4) Jessica Palmer Kirby 
3A% Part1CJpat1on 
2003 
Christopher M. Reedy(9) 
2009 Tucker D. Kirby Malia D. Berg Eric L. Senc1ndiver Ali Morns Lupton (8) 
9.2% Part1CJpat1on Chr1st1na E. Simko (4) 5.7% Part1CJpat1on W1ll1am L. Mcivor (2) 
Jessica K. Buckley (2) 
Matthew A Barnhart Stefanie Strosnider Basal1k Terrence W Chambers (3) 
Jared S. Brice 
Jonathan E. Small (3) 
Steven K. Bremmerman 
Charles A Nuttycombe (3) 
Joshua J Gooden (4) Brian K. Stanfield Kr1st1na Davis Oates 
M1ck1 Riggs Caviness Stuart L. Story Jr. (4) Jeffery B. Dallas Jr. (10) John C. Ph1ll1ps (3) 
Katelyn W Hallock (2) 
Jennie E. Draper(l4) Kari Thorstenson Darsch (6) cs Kristen A Harsh ED Teresa Lewis Story (4) Elizabeth Barley Pool (2) 
Laura Boyd Farmer (3) Justin G. Traxler (15) Stephen A Fike (7) Taylor 0. Roby 
Nevin R. Heckman (3) 
Sara H1gg1ns Fitzgerald (14) Whitney C. Hobson George A Lavinder 
Myron A Gordon (2) 2006 Brooke Kendall Hodges (3) 
Elizabeth Hawk Sanchez (5) 
Traci Sink Lavinder 
Daniel E. Grove (8) 4.5% Part1CJpat1on Antonio L. Jones 
Jessica K. Wampler 
Rachael A Loy (3) 
Jodie Flook Grove (8) Adam C. Altman Ca1tl1n E. Meehan 
Bradley A Wells 
Morgan Bender Mart1ndell (2) 
Megan Orndorff Huffman Christopher A Bagot (2) Matthew C. Miller (2) 
Anna M Wright 
Ethan P. McBryde 
(15) HC, ED Jennifer Ch1llas Balmer (13) Donte l Montague 2013 Matthew J P1sarc1k (2) 
Linwood W. Johnson Melissa McLean Bullock (2) J1IIWatta1 Queen 3% Part1CJpat1on Andrea l Walker 
T1ffanyTumer Johnson Jessica Dulin Burtner (5) Brandon P. Spalding (7) ED Alexis D. Byrd (6) 2017 
Andre D. Jones (2) Julia Moore Ge1sert Joseph J Sp1nell1 Ill RobertW Fields (2) 
Kenneth J Knight Jr. David A Glazer Jennifer Saunders Ward (2) Tyler J Hodges (3) 
16% Part1CJpat1on 
Jason D. Maupin (14) cs Jamie C. Langley Jeramey B. Ward (2) Jonathan R. Hooks 
Joseph M. Adams 
Gregg McCullough (17) N 1cho las A Reese (2) Joshua A Law (8) ED 
Max Chacon (2) 
*Deceased
1880SO CIETV-PC President's Club; HC Heritage Club; BT Bell Tower Club; CS Cornerstone Club; LIFETIME GIVIN G-R S Renaissance Society; DF Daniel C. Flory Society; 
W'i Walter B. Yount Society; JW John W. Wayland Society; FS Founder's Society; CR Chairman's Circle CRIMSON&GOLD-CG ENDOWMENT DONOR-ED 
Numbers in parentheses represent years of consecutive giving 
Alumni by Class, O".lrdnued 
nm D:ogan MmhewG. Pad;Jetr 
Rhett D. IIMrtin Je,erny T. Pa nrw? baker (ZI 
Matrhew B. Wampler(ZI �riA. Rager 
BradyM. Wir.J?r n Campbell M. Raley 
.bshua T .  Yagel M.aryA.Sol::u 
20.18 
HayleyG .  Talbott 
Benjamin M .  V�r 
S.4% Patidpaton Rachel McO.Jl le rWiner 10 
Jt?ssca M. Be-,gan 
Sarah M. Biennan ll019 
Sydney Brght(l) 4.S� Pcnidpdion 
Daybn Car peMer(ZI Mate A.Almecb 
Jillian M.Carpen1er(2) Taybr R. Beratd 
Katherine E .  Ellis Shane D. Brubaker cs 
RachelA. Aood(4) .bs tua G .  Ca rpe OP. r (3) 
Llluien S. Fb ra MCMel E .  Davis 
Heather N. Gibson n Zane M .  Gar,en 10 
.bsephA. Good?n l.)u,el M. Gbver (3) 10 
Chai L .b Iliff? MChael E .  Gruver 
AdamJ. �UylO .bh nny Ha ize I-Co bbina (ZI u 
MCaela R .  M:Mullan(ZI IIMga n O. Henry 
Brett B.Jones (3) 
Ivory M . .bdan 
Jacob M. Neff ,o 
Krisen M.Stark 
Dant?lle M.Sbclrorcge 
Chad J. Whihel lO 
VCtoria L Wilson 
2020 
M�hew E.Alrhaver 
Jesse A. Banley 
Allison K. Bishop (2) 
VCtoria L Callahan 
Madison M.6rim 
Amelia M .  Gunn n 
Jenna K. Halbck 
James T. Henderson 
VCtoria K. Hill (4) 
Calle A .  Isaacs 
Chrisen M. Kirg n 
R�� nne N. Kirg 
DONOR REPORT 
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Isabella S. K rder(ZI 
Taylor H .  M:Neely 




Sa rah K. Wampler
2021 
Ashlyn N. Ard!eWS 
Justin R .  Calabiese (2) 
Erin M. Casey 
TrevorGillespie-�gart(2) 
S hE? 1qt A. IUbrris 
Jason R.Spaar 
ChristineBbsserSwa,ey 




Argel L Firch 
Sarruel K .  Franklin 
Lauen K. Pbn (2) 
Hanna F. Ra rcb lph 
2023 
M?gan R. Byle 
NilolasT. HCl6 
Hannah F. Hun nCUlt 
Cesar A. Martinez 
Henry T. Wait;? (2) 
.bseph M. Wampler 
ti«ISOCIRY- PC Piesd?m's ClJb; I( HeritageClJb; � Bell bWJ?rClJb;CS Cornerstone ClJb; llHTll.1fG�,�  � �naissarceSociety; Of DanielC. FbrySociety, 
WY Wa lrer B. 'ibunt Society; JW .bh n W. Waylard Soc iery; n rourd? ( s Soc iely. c It Chair ma rfs Cifd? cmso�u, OOl o--<G e-i 00/JMIHI' OCt�O� 10 
I 21 




July 1, 2019-J une 30, 2020 
PARENTS 
Anonymous (6) 
G. Sreven Agee 74 & Nancy H. Agee
Ira R. Albaugh Jr.
Daphne Dillon Alcock '87 & Graham
Alcock
Marr ha Kline Allen '84 & Richard L.
Allen 
Rober! E. Alley '69 & Linda L. Alley 
Rober! B. Andersen
Ann Marie Jenkins Anderson '92 & 
Brel  Anderson 
Lee Anderson & Lori L. Anderson
Wilron Anderson & Yvel e Anderson
M. Travis Andrews '93 & Sara 
Wilkerson Andrews '94 
Chrisline Appl-Walsh '76 & Kevin D. 
Walsh 
Rebecca Haines Ardis '84 
Nina Miller Arnell '69 
Alphus E. Arlhur Jr. '60 & Brenda C. 
Arrhur 
Roger K. Ashpole & Linda Ashpole 
Donnie Alkins & Wendy D. Alkins 
Sco11 Augsburger & Krisline L. 
Augsburger 
William H. Bacon & Marianne Bacon 
Lisa Good Bailey '84 & Richard S. 
Bailey 
Larry A. Baker & Jane C. Baker 
Carl Barley & Susan Barley 
Marlha Slover Barlow '69 
E. Rush Barnell '77 & Tina Morgan 
Barnel  '78
Dan Barnhar1 & Melissa Barnhar1
Slephen E. Barnum & Donna Barnum
John G. Barr
Jason B. Bauserman '67 & Julia S. 
Bauserman 
Benjamin G. Beach '91 & Pal iann 
Dzikowicz Beach '91 
Lanny Beach & Tara Beach 
Joseph E. Beahm' '66 & Janel D. 
Beahm 
Charlo11e Beahm Bear '77 & Alber! C. 
Bear Ill 
John Becker & Carma Becker 
Mal hew J. Beckman & Susan 
Beckman 
Cliff R. Bells & Bronwyn Bells 
Arlhu r Biesecker & Terri Biesecker 
Carrie Bird 
Emmer! F. Billinger '45 & Eslher Landis 
Bininger '48 
Landon Blanks & Aimee Blanks 
David L. Bollinger '63 & Janel Huffman 
Bollinger '62 
Mark E. Bollinger '74 & Sherrine B. 
Bollinger 
Alan E. Borgwardl '88 & Elisabelh Mills 
Borgwardl '88 
Delmer G. Bo1k1n '64 & Sue Grove 
Bo1k1n '65 
Fred M. Bowman '46 
James 0. Bowman '57 & Sylvia Kline 
Bowman '57 
Joseph B. Bowman Jr. '57 & Karhryn 
Bowman 
'Deceased 
Elizabelh A. Brigham 
Rober! C. Brockman '80 & Krisrine M. 
Brockman 
Brad Brooks & Lisa Brooks 
C. Todd Brown '61 
Donald R. Brown '66 & Jean 
Crumpacker Brown '66 
G. Thomas Brown Jr. '69 &Ann Fosler
Brown '68 
Douglas E. Bunch Jr. & Elaine F. Bunch 
Jennifer Surbaugh Burkholder '86 &
Kenlon L. Burkholder
R. Kennerh Burner Jr. '69 & Palsy
Burner
Michael G. Burns & Mary Sue Burns
Dean Burris & Lisa Burris
Dawn Bur1ner
Louise Roller Bur1ner '54
T. Marshall Buller Jr. '86 & Pamela
Wampler Buller '86
Phillip Byle & Kelli Byle
Michael D. Calabrese & Lisa Calabrese 
Kevin Calhoun 
John Carner 
J. H. Caricofe '53 & Bel y Naff Caricofe 
'54 
Doric Caron & Kalhleen B. Caron 
Rober! G. Carpenler 
Troy Carroll & S1acey Carroll 
Vicky Websler Chapman '74 & Wayne
C. Chapman
Thomas L. Chelgren & Tina Chelgren
Bonnie Kline Cheshire '78 & Melvin E.
Cheshire
Todd Cheyney & Amy T. Cheyney
D. Bruce Christian & K. Spas Chrislian
Anrhony Ciccone & June E. Ciccone
Allen M. Clague Jr. 'SO & Naoma D.
Clague
Allen M. Clague 111 '75 & Susan Lerch
Clague '72
Michael B. Clark & Sharon L. Clark
Jared J. Clem '63 & Linda Cassell
Clem'64
Richard M. Clendaniel & Bonnie
Clendaniel
Brian K. Clever & Kelly S. Clever
Jennifer L. Cliber Smilh
Rebecca Coa1es
David E. Coffman '68 & Judilh T. 
Coffman
Janel Eller Coffman '53
Jean Oliphan1 Coffman '69 & Homer 
F. Coffman Jr.
Rober! D. Colber1 & Chris11ne Colber1
Pauline Payne Coleman 'SO
April K. Collier 
Bradley E. Cox '86 & Susan Shaffer 
Cox '86
Ronald V. Cox '59 & V1ole1 Siron Cox 
'59 
Carl P. Craig Jr.
Scoll Craighead & Rhonda Craighead
James T. Creed & Danelle P. Creed
John Crews & Sonp Crews
Joseph M. Crockell & Jane A. Crockel
Janel Cromwell
B. Merle Crouse '52 & Jean P. Crouse
Gerald P. Baile Crouse '79 & Rebecca
Baile Crouse
Mike Da1gneaul1 & Marlha H. 
Daigneaull
Angelia Davis 
R. Paul Davis '62 & Belly Rickman
Davis '63 
Vinion Davis & Karim Davis 
Windy Y. Davis 
Adam Day & Tanya Day 
E. Todd De Berry '90 & Knsrin Cossairl
DeBerry'91
Paul W. DeHaven Jr. & Terry L.
DeHaven
Andrew Deleo & Angela Deleo 
Richard J. DeMasi
Kennelh R. Denham & Brenda
Denham
John Deursch & Donna Deu1sch
Brydon M. DeWill '92 & Lisa Loving 
DeWill '92
Fred A. Diehl '60 & Margare1 J.
Hobson
Thomas E. Dielz & Mary Dielz
S!even Donnelly & Dawn V Donnelly
Arlen C. Doss & Emma R. Doss
Mal ie Dougher1y
Sharon S. Driscoll
Woody Dunn Jr. & Deborah N. Dunn
Michael A. Dunn &Peggy Dunn
James W. Earon & Mary W. Ear on
L. Alan Eby
J. William Eckard & Bonnie S. Eckard
Donald B. Eger II '67 & Mary Crummell
Eger'69
James F. Ellis '67 & Beverley Siple 
Ellis'69
Pally Elson 
Carolyn Phillips Erbaugh '80 
Allen D. Ervin '72 & Sara A. Ervin
Abraham J. Evans '69 & Rulh F. Evans 
Tim L. Everell & Marga rel L. Everel  
Charles W. Fairchilds '70 & Karen
Harken Fairchilds '69
Sandra Walbridge Faw '86
Richard E. Fawley'll & Janean Sullivan
Fawley'73 
Tom Ferguson 
Emerson S. Fike '51 & Elaine Skellon 
Fike '50 
Herschel R. F1ke'SS &ShirleyH. Fike 
Rodney S. Fike '76 & Diane Sackel  
Fike '75 
Daniel S. F11zGerald '82 
Denise Flanagan 
Edgar A. Flora"49 
Leland W. Flora '65 & Sharon A. Flora 
Rober! M. Flora '60 & Evelyn L. Flora 
Philip E. Flory '75 & Ellie Hodge 
Draper Flory '72 
Theodore W. Flory 70 & Mary Belh 
Myers Flory '70 
Charles L. Folger Jr. & Rulh R. Folger 
Sarah Garber Follz '67 
Samuel C. Fosler '66 & Rila N. Fosler 
David W. Fours 
Phil Fowler& Lynne Fowler 
Kyle Franklin & Robena Koss 
Lisa Franklin 
E. Edward Froehlich Jr. '68 & Mary M.
Froehlich
Jane Zigler Fulk '69 & Donald E. Fulk
Michel Gagne & Mary Napier 
Paul S. Garber Sr. '52 & Anne Spigle 
Garber'S4
Michael A. Gardner '66 & Carolyn
Crumpacker Gardner '68
Norma W. Gardner 
Terry S. Garlel s & Cindy K. Garle11S
Karen Moore Garrison '88 & Donald 
Garrison
Kenley R. Gaulden & Connie Gaulden 
Eric R. Gehr '72
Bradley K. Geiser! '73 & Ellen Hollie
Geiser1'73
Gregory W. Geiser! '72 & Margare1 S.
Geiser! 
Michael Georg off & Shari Georg off
Frederick German & Donna J. German
Todd F. Gieseman & Meridelh 
Gieseman 
Ashley Gilliam & Mary Gilliam 
J. D. Glick & Rebecca F. Glick 
Ray E. Glick '56 & Sandra Y. Glick
William A. Glover & Calhy A. Klein-
Glover
George R. Gordon Jr. '70 & Sue
Gordon
Eleanor Grabeel
Douglas P. Grava!! & Parricia M.
Gravall
Dawn Graves
Anlhony Green & Janice Green 
Mark Grelz & Mary Clare Grelz
David A. Griffin & Lynne Griffin 
Barbara Furman Groff '57 
Lavonne Ikenberry Grubb '59 
Eric Gunn & Jody E. Gunn 
Chrisrian Hale & Chris11na Hale 
Bradley S. Hallock '86 & Karla McCray 
Hallock '86
Edward N. Hallock' '60 & Mary Edilh 
Lease Hallock '59
Brian Hanisak & S1ephanie Hanisak
Lavonne Bowman Harner '88 & 
Michael G. Harner
Norman Harrison & Deborah R.
Harrison
John C. Harshbarger Jr. '57 & Deborah 
L. Hixon '75 
Paul L. H archer '66 
W. Wallace Harcher '55 & Carolyn 
Lanrz Harcher '57 
Randolph G. Haufe & Jodi Haufe 
Mary Berl Hawkins '73
Chris1oper Hayes & Jamie Hayes 
Kennelh M. Hearwole '79 & Virginia 
Healwole
George D. Hedrick & Pamcia T.
Hedrick 
Waller Heeb & Kalrina Heeb 
Rebecca Bowman Helberl '57 & John 
T. Helber1 II 
Parents, con//nued 
Anita Bush Helm '89 & William Helm 
Stephen W. Henderson & Christine E. 
Henderson 
Judy Nolen Henneberger '64 
James P. Hennessy & Heather N. 
Hennessy 
Jerry L. Hill & Elizabeth K. Hill 
Terry Hilliker & Cristy H. Hilliker 
Melody Derrow Hinkle '91 
Dolores Heatwole Hoak '56 
Derek Q. Hodge '92 & Jill C. Hodge 
Miriam Mason Holl '45 
Stephen L. Hollinger '70 & Linda L. 
Hollinger 
Laura Hornick 
William E. Honeycutt & Susan D. 
Honeycutt 
Margaret Faulkner Horn 'SO 
Sandra J Hottel 
Ronald E. Hottle '70 & Karol Long 
Hottle '70 
Bonnie G. Howle 
Stephen Hudson & Kimberly Hudson 
William S. Hudson Jr. '84 & Kimberly 
J Hudson 
Cathy Simmons Huffman '78 & Bruce 
E. Huffman 
Jay K. Huffman & Lois Huffman 
Karen Burkholder Huffman '76 & 
Edward L. Huffman 
Larry R. Huffman '64 & Susan D. 
Huffman 
Rufus C. Huffman '71 & Elaine W 
Huffman 
Larryl Hull '62 & Jeannette F. Hull 
Doris H. Hulvey 
Craig Hunter & Kathleen Hunter 
Renee R. Husselbaugh 
Fredrick G. Hutchison Jr. '68 & Lynne 
C. Hutchison
Harold G. Hyer & Peggy Hyer
Douglas R. Hylton Jr. & Rebecca G.
Hylton
Todd Hylton & Elizabeth Hylton 
Curtis B. Jackson & Teresa H. Jackson
Jack Jalepes
Donna Sawley Jamison '78 & Dale A
Jamison
John Jencks & Lissa Jencks 
Blair Jenkins & Victoria B. Jenkins
Beverly Perdue Jennings '68 &
Edward Jennings 
Samuel R. Jennings & Karen S. 
Jennings 
Christel Johnson 
Craig R. Johnson '86 & Sherrie Hannah 
Johnson '82 
Judith Johnson 
Ronald T. Johnson & Rebecca L. 
Johnson 
Virginia G. Johnson 
Jeffrey A Jones '81 & Lori A Jones 
Melvin Jones & Kimberly Jones 
Bruce B. Keeney Sr. & Mary-Taliaferro 
8. Keeney
Marjorie Corbin Kehoe '61 & Edward 
A Kehoe 
Nelson E. Kelley & Catherine Kelley 
Rick Kelley & Sharyn W Kelley 
Curtis L. Kendall '81 & LeAnn C.
Kendall 
Michael R. Kennedy & Teresa J 
Kennedy
LASTING CONNECTIONS 
James Kerns Ill & Leesa Dinwiddie­
Kerns 
Jerry Anne Thompson Kines '86 & 
Landon P. Kines 
Richard P. Kleffman & Leanne L. 
Kleffman 
Robert S. Klein '62 & Joyce Boone 
Klein '59 
Betty Halterman Kline '55 
Orrin M. Kline Jr. '57 & Jane M. Kline 
Erik K. Kloster '83 & Betty J. Shihda-
Kloster 
A. Gene Knicely'60
Kris Krider & Michele Kolbinsky-Krider
Michael K. Kyles '72 & Deborah
Dandridge Kyles '72 
Donald La Vallee & Melissa M. La 
Vallee 
Floyd E. Lahman & Lillie A Lahman 
Joanne De Rossi Lam '71 
Debbie Garber Landes '88 & Ernest 
R. Landes II 
Don A. Landes '63 & Carole Tanner 
Landes '62 
Reid Laughlin & Sheila Laughlin 
Gavin R. Lawson & Constance E. 
Lawson 
Donald R. Lawton & Teresa Lawton 
Arthur Layman & Tracey A Layman 
J.Allen Layman '74&Ann B. Layman
John D. Layman '54 & Marian Sadd
Layman '54
Michael Leo & Michelle Leo
Michele S. Levin Reinhardt & Ray 
Reinhardt 
J. Mark Lindsay'92 & Cheryl Crawford 
Lindsay'90
DONOR REPORT 
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Nancy Moore Link '57 
I 23 
J. Palmer Lockard & Leslie S. Lockard
James 0. Lohr '57 & Loretta Hartman
Lohr '58 
Barbara Hottle Long '88 & Stuart L. 
Long 
Carolyn French Long '73 & Larry F. 
Long 
Jeff Lovin & Tanya Lovin 
John W Lowe Jr. & Lorna E. Lowe 
Peter Lysoh ir & Nadia Lysoh ir 
Ralph C. MacPhail Jr. '65 & Alice 
Hoffman MacPhail '64 
Rob Marenick & Amy Marenick 
William N. Marshall '70 & Beverly 
Marshall 
Yasmina Martinez 
John H. Mason '57 & Peggy Purdy 
Mason '56 
Korey A. Mason & Arny D. Mason 
Marion E. Mason '53 & Joan Myers 
Mason '54 
Peggy Glick Mason '51 
Bret Masters & Kelly Masters 
Richard S. McGuffin '65 
William E. McKenzie & Jane A. 
McKenzie 
David K. McLean 
Thomas V. Meeks & Donna 8. Meeks 
Lizabeth Meier 
David J Merhout & Teresa Merhout 
Lisa S. Messinger 
Ruth Kline Mickelberry '82 & David W 
Mickelberry 
Don Miller & Diana S. Miller 
E. D.Jstyn Miller '77 & Sherry Stitt Miller 
'75 
When I think back on my time as a student I'm grateful for the opportunities I had to 
learn, both in the classroom and beyond. My professors encouraged me to research, 
question and draw connections across subjects, and by being involved in campus 
activities, I had the opportunity to put those skills into action. Now in my career, I 
see how that well-rounded education prepared me to adapt to our dynamic, ever­
changing world. I give to Bridgewater College to ensure more students can benefit 





July l, 2019-June 30, 2020 
Parents, continued 
John L. MIiier '51 & Janet Carter MIiier 
'54 
John M. M1ller'S8 & Mary M. MIiier 
Nathan H. Mlller'65 & Kimberly H. 
MIiier 
Robert R. M111er'79 & Terri Gladwell 
Mlller'SO 
Wayne W Miller '70 & Jo Ann Cahall 
Mlller'72 
W1ll1am D. Miracle &Andrea P. Miracle 
Lorraine A Monaco 
Michael Monson & Jane-Ellen 
Monson 
Elizabeth Montanez 
Shane Montgomery & Sandy 
Montgomery 
Gary Moore & Whitney Moore 
Helen Bowman Moore '53 
Jean Morgan 
Melvin E. Morris & Sherrie L. Morris 
Clarence M. Moyers '51 & S. Elizabeth 
Mason Moyers '54 
W1ll1am C. Moyers '63 & Shirley G. 
Moyers 
Dan Mullen & Wendy Mullen 
Paul E. Mundey& Robin R. Mundey 
Dennis J Murphy & Debra K. Murphy 
Lynn N. Myers '70 & Sandra W Myers 
Mark Neff & Suzette Neff 
Christopher M. Nevin & Joyce A 
Nevin 
Elaine Craun Newton '59 
George M. N1pe Jr. '69 & Linda l 
N1pe 
Kip L. Noblitt & June C. Noblitt 
Curtis B. Nolley'76&Andrea Mose 
Nolley '76 
Doug Norman & Amy Norman 
Keith Novak & Marylee Novak 
Robert Noyes & Jennifer Noyes 
Michael E. Nunnally'70 
Graham A Nuttycombe & Susan N. 
Nuttycombe 
Judy Offenback 
Brian O'Grady & Trim O'Grady 
Barbara S. Ohmsen 
Darryl Oliver & Lori M. Oliver 
John M. Orndorff& Pamela S. 
Orndorff 




Wesley Pangle & Sally Pangle 
Jeff Papke & Christa Papke 
Larry S. Pence '57 & Mandy Dixon
Pence '63 
Richard E. Ph1ll1ps '63 & Eileen 
Esworthy Ph1ll1ps '64 
Roland S. Ph1ll1ps & Linda S. Ph1ll1ps 
Tracy L. Ph1ll1ps '70 &Carol McMurtr1e 
Ph1ll1ps '71 
Gerald J P1sarc1k & Catherine L. 
P1sarc1k 
R. Jeffrey Postans '79 & Nancy C.
Postans
Babulal Pragan1 & Nongnooch Pragan1
Deborah Houff Price '75
*Deceased 
Lashev1a Price 
Karina P. Racha I 
Richard Rader'60 & Harriet Flora 
Rader '63 




Thomas W Randolph 
Dale Rankin & Yvonne Rankin 
Troy Rech & Kim Rech 
W1ll1am G. Reeger & Teresa E. Reeger 
Dennis A Reese & Sallie W. Reese 
Anne Murray Reid '60 
Michael Reid &Andrea Reid 
Troy G. Reimer '93 
W1ll1am E. Re1sh 'SO & Mary Vest Re1sh 
'51 
Gladys Akers Remnant '81 & Donald 
W. Remnant 
Leon W Rhodes '48 & JoAnn W 
Rhodes 
Geraldine Garber Rigney '74 
Lynn Flory R1ner'68
Carter R1tch1e & Donna K. R1tch1e 
J1mm1e L. R1tch1e Jr. '85 & Jeanne Dia
R1tch1e '88
Wilma Kline Robertson '47 
James E. Rusm1sel & Lavonne E. 
Rusm1sel 
Marilee Miller Sackett '49 
LeVerle H. Sappington 
Warren D. Saunders Jr. '83 & Denise 
Eller Saunders '84 
Thomas J Schwind & Debbie Schwind 
Ann Anderson Scott '63 
Michael Scott & K1mberlyW1lson 
Brad Sears & Kr1st1 Sears 
GaroldW Senger Jr. '65 
Oguz Sengul & Nadine Sengul 
Bruce Sheppard & Megann M 
Sheppard 
James R. Shifflett & Linda S. Shifflett 
E. Reiman Shober Jr. '55 & Eva Lee H. 
Shober 
Charles H. Simmons '53
Edgar B. Simmons Jr. '58 & Catherine
Tusing Simmons '60
Robert L. Simmons II & Donna
Simmons
W1ll1am L. Simmons '51 & Mary Shull
Simmons '55 
Ronald E. Sink & Janice Sink 
Howard C. Smiley & Debra S. Smiley 
Ilene Neher Smith '52 
Rodney I. Smith 
W1ll1am F. Smith Jr. & Elizabeth Smith 
Samuel Snider& Mary K. Snider 
Floyd G. Soule & Nancy A Soule 
Ronald Spaar & Michelle Spaar 
Wayne E. Spangler '53 & Carol 
Compton Spangler'56 
W1ll1am M. Speidel & Elena R. Speidel 
J James Sp1nell1 Jr. '82 & Michelle M. 
Sp1nell1 
Nancy L. St. John 
Kathy Swecker Star1ck '83 
Michael Starling & Jenny Starling 
Allen Starrett & Chr1st1ne Starrett 
Paul J Staufer '69 
Jesse Stephens & Ashley Stephens 
Ronald D. Stiff & Pamela M. Stiff 
Karl D. Stoltzfus Sr. & Barbara B. 
Stoltzfus 
Ph1ll1p C. Stone Jr. '87 & Kathryn 
Wampler Stone '87 
Ph1ll1p C. Stone '65 & Cherr1II Kline 
Stone '66 
Paul C. Stubbs '82 & Julie S. Stubbs 
RaymondW Studwell II '77 & Patti S. 
Studwell 
Guy B. Stull Jr. '67 
Rhonda Fike Stutzman '77 & Craig 
Stutzman 
Richard L. Stutzman '69 & Carolyn 
Thompson Stutzman 71 
Geraldine Poppke Suter '06 & Scott 
H. Suter
Jane E. Sutherland '64
Fred W Swartz '58 & Nancy Swartz 
Richard A Szucs & Ruth H. Szucs
Jerry B. Talley Jr. & Janet S. Talley 
Jacquelyne M. Tancyus 
Curtis Taylor & Maria Taylor
Peter Terzian & Imelda Terzian
John Thomas & Laurie Thomas
MargaretWamplerThomason '59 & 
Kermon Thomasson 
Nancy Woodward Thompson '71 
Robert Thompson & Mary Jo 
Thompson 
Scott Thomson & Heather Thomson 
Robert E. Thurston '81 & Acquenetta 
J Thurston 
LarryTouve & KatyTouve 
Jacqueline Grove Towers '51 
James M. Tucker '79 & Mary Helen Ellis 
Tucker'83 
Teresa L. Tucker'82 
Dale V Ulrich & Doris K. Metzler 
Ronald Uszensk1 & Heidi Uszensk1 
Peter Valle & Kimberly Valle 
Paul P. Varnes '63 & Martha A Varnes 
MarkAVanHuss '91 & Diann Van Huss 
Joshua Vayer & Lynn Vayer 
Daniel B. Vest & Kirsten Vest 
Donald Waite & Deborah Waite 
Daniel Walmer & Lori Ann Walmer 
Michael Walter 
Frederick A Wampler '70 & Joyce 
Grove Wampler '68 
Fred F. Wampler '47 
G. BenJam1n Wampler '82 & Sherrie K. 
Wampler'85
Guy E. Wampler '56 & Linda L.
Wampler
J Paul Wampler '54 & Pr1sc1lla
Wakeman Wampler '54
Jerry M. Wampler '59 & Janet S. 
Wampler
Melvin D. Wampler & Glenda W 
Wampler
Erica West
Janet Estep Whetzel '61
Charles F. Whitaker Ill & Shirley L.
Whitaker
Bettie Ford White '58 
John E. White '58 & Gene Ridder 
White '69 
Larry H. White '65 &AmyW White 
Carolyn PetcherW1les '64 & Robert 
WW1les 
James L. Wilkerson '68 & Sally Tabb 
Wilkerson '68 
Dav1dW1ll1ams &AmyW1ll1ams 
Leroy G. W1ll1ams & June B. W1ll1ams 
RayW1ll1ams & Rene W1ll1ams 
Dewey M. W1ll1ard '86 & Melissa M. 
W1ll1ard 
Elby C. Wilson '41 & Evelyn Roller 
Wilson '48 
SherryN. Wilson 
W1ll1am Wilson Jr. & Carla J Wilson 
Sarah Windes 
Aimee Winkler 
Dorothy Jones Winter '60 
Byron E. Wolfe '69 & Barbara G. Wolfe 
Mirna Belle Flory Wolfe '47 
Thomas G. Womble Jr. 
David C. Wood '78 & Judith L. Wood 
W1ll1am C. Wood & Jane L. Wood 
Louise L. Workman 
JeffreyWothers & M1rrel Wothers 
Owen L. Wr1ght'S8 & Patricia M. 
Wright 
Ronald E. Wyrick '70 & Karen Adams 
Wyrick* 70 
Carol A Yetzer 
John Zazzaro & Bethany Zazzaro 
W1ll1am W Zepp & Joy E. Zepp 
Woodrow P. Ziegler & Doris M Ziegler 





Harold B. Adamson Jr. & Barbara 
Adamson 
Merrill A Alderfer 




Ervin L. Anderson & Ann Noffsinger 
Anderson 
Joe A Anderson & Carolyn V 
Anderson 
Michelle Anderson 
Bill Anderson & Lida Anderson 





Lisa A Austin 
Roger P. Austin 
Ray J D. Baker & Janet Baker 
Anthony Baldassari & Amanda 
Baldassari 
Sue N. Barbour 
Edmund W Barnhart & Susan M. 
Barnhart 
Benpm1n M. Batchelder 
Vincent S. Battaglia & Theresa M. 
Battaglia 
James C Baughman & Carolyn E. 
Baughman 
Shirley M. Beale 
Renee D. Benjamin 
Larry Bennison & Leta Bennison 
Shaun L. Bennison 
Leroy W. Bernard Sr. & Patricia Bernard 
Elizabeth Betts 
Steve Betz & Susan M. Baxter 




Fredrick Blair & Melissa Blair 
Sherry H. Blanks 
Martha R. Bloom 
Donald B. Bock Sr. & Christine E. Bock 
Lois I. Bond 
DrewW. Bowker 
Donald V Bowman Jr. & Jo Ellen 
Bowman 
Evelyn S. Bowman 
Walter C Bridgewater 





Gretchen N. Buddenhagen 
Jeff Bush 
John A Byrd & Louauna S. Byrd 
Sharon Callaway 
Sherry Camp 
Alan B. Carlson & Susan M. Carlson 
Lenna M Cheatham 
Nicole Cheyney & Keith W Krzeminski 
John R. Chiaro 
Mark A Chitty & Cathy M. Chitty 
Robert Cho mko 
Bradley J Clark & Laura W Clark 
David B. Clark 
Karen L. Clark 
Chris Clever & Tina Clever 
Donald L. Cobaugh Jr. 
Toby P. Cole 
Jacob Corbin 
Logan Corbin 
James R. Couch & Beverly Couch 
Jonathan M. Couch 
Patricia E. Craig 
Tiffany Craig 
Sheryl Crane 
Bill Crawford & Kathleen Crawford 
Thomas Creed 
William J Crennan 




Margaret S. Fifer Davenport 
Ellen B. Davis 
Floyd D. Davis 
Prue Davis 
Emmanuella J Dedrick 
Orville D. Dee & Tania L. Dee 
Patrick Delcampo & Dorothy 
Delcampo 
John Della Monica & Patricia Della 
Monica 
Min Huey Der 
Kevin J. Docherty & Christine I. 
Docherty 
Nan C Don nells 
Phillip A Dorsey 
Lindsey Douglas 
Caryn Driebelbies 
Harold E. Dudley 
M. Susan DJdley 
Scott Duffee 
Marlene Dunphy
Kevin Early & Betsy Early
Lennis Echterling & Mary Lou Wylie
John C Edgecomb
Bill Edwards & Norma Edwards 
Benjamin Ellis Jr. 
Frances H. Ellis 
Alex Elson
Joseph Enedy & Diana Enedy
Ann B. H. Eubank
Mary Evans
Sarah Evans-Moore 
Charles R. Fazenbaker & Patricia 
Fazenbaker 
Rich Fazzi 
A Thomas Fechtel Jr. & Diane Fechtel 
Jean C Felts 
Jerry Fincher 
Denver l Fink 




John Flora & Jan Flora
Mark R. Flora & Nellie S. Flora 
Brian R. Flynn 




Philip Gaffney & Jodi Gaffney 
Jonathan Gano 
Dana E. Gantt 
Greg Garber 
Larry E. Garber 
Sally S. Garber 
John M. Gavin & Michelle I. Gavin 
Theodore C. Geise rt 
Frank Giancola 
Kaleb Giger 
Tommy B. Glendye & Betsy H. 
Glendye 
HadJI M. Godih 
Sam D. Graham & Sally K. Graham 
Ian Grant 
A Wesley Graves VI & Glenna M. 
Graves 
John C Graybeal Sr. 
Bette Jo R. Green 
David G. Green & Gloria L. Green 
James 0. Gunter 
Douglas L. Guynn 
Jack Guynn & Joanne A Guynn 
Richard A Hamilton & Karen Hamilton 
Carmen Hamlin 
Dolores P. Hanisak 
Ralph G. Harcum 
Cathy Jo Harmon 
Madison Harmon 
Brian L. Harris & Mary Beth Harris 
Cynthia Harris 
Jamie Harns 
Thomas Harrison Jr. & Marie M. 
Harrison 
GregoryW Hedrick &Stacyl Hedrick 
E. Bruce Heilman' 
Jane Heltzel 







Thomas Hill & Melissa Hill 
WritaD.Hill 




Timothy W Holt & Rhonda D. Holt
Kenneth W Hoover Jr. & Judith S.
Hoover 
Linda S. Hoover 
Patricia Hoover 
Cathy A Hopson 
John S. Hopson 
John Horner Jr. & Carla Horner 
Douglas Houff 
Dwight E. Houff & Carolyn R. Houff 
William M. Houpt 
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Linda K. Hovis 
Todd G. Hyer & Kristen l Hyer 
Pamela F. Jamerson 
Gloria J Jenkins 
I 2s 
John H. Jenkins & Rosemay S. Jenkins 
Robert F. Jochen 
Charles B. Johnson 
Keith Johnson 
Clayton A Justice & Marsha H. Justice 
Cynthia K. Kalan 
Gary W Karcher Jr. 
Charles Kauffman & Donna Kauffman 
Mike Kelly 
Phillip L. Keyser & Terry G. Keyser 
Sean A Killion 
H. Milton Kline Ill 
Joel A Knopp
Krishna Kodukula & Sarala Kodukula 
Wilma Koss
David Laaker & Lori Laaker
Jan M. Lafferty & Shirley Lafferty 
Justin Lang 
Jane F. Laprade 
Jill Lavin
Matthew Layman & Heather Layman
Thomas H. Leighty & Dawn C. Leighty
Gary W Lloyd & Carla B. Lloyd 
Clyde A Louden Sr.
Alisa Loughlin 
Betsy Luck
Charles H. Lunsford Jr. & Rebecca C 
Lunsford 
David P. Lysohir 
Evelyn R. Lysoh1r 
James Lysohir& Keri A Lysoh1r 
Michael S. Lysohir 
Andrew S. Maddox & Ivy H. Maddox 
Chad A Maddox 
Patricia L. Madison 
Dennis J Mannigan &Terry F. 
Mannigan 
Laura S. Mapp 
John A Marks Jr. & Mary A Marks 
Jacquline B. Mars 
John G. Martin & Rebecca Martin 
Anthony Martinez 
Barbara E. Mason 
Lindsay E. Mason 
Alicia S. Matherly 
Peter Matischak 
Kevin D. Mawyer & Tracy L. Mawyer 
Curtis S. McCaffrey 
Chris McCarthy & Kara McCarthy 
Chip McIntyre & Linda McIntyre 
Jonna L. McIntyre 
Bob McMillen & Lynda McMillen 
Bonnie McNeal 
John R. McWilliams 
Joseph P. Merhout & Adell R. Merhout 
Rick Meyer & Valerie Meyer 
Dawn E. Miller 
James B. Miller & Linda A Miller 
Kerri L. Miller 
Robert C. Miller & Margie H. Miller 
Elden Mills 
Carolyn R. Mohr 
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Friends, continued 
Wayne Mong:,bl &Sardy IUbrgobl 
Charles II/bore & Toni lllbore 
Cynthia L ll!bore&Waylard Moore 
Sam.1el P. IUboll? & Be\E'rty B.  IUbore 
Barbara H. Morris 
Steve ll!brris 
Steven W. Morris &Dana R. IUbrris 
�llyMoses 
Iris H.Moye 
Steven S. Mumma 
Sam E. M.Jsca10 
Ca 10IJ. Na pier 
luis M. N.lvecb 
Barry L NelsonSr.& Patti F. Nelson 
lee Nelson &Brook P. Nelson 
O.,NnNolen 
Bobbie .b Novak 
Mi:hael Jlbvak 
Eri: Novosel 
Courtney D. Oliver 
ll!bllyV. Paciewslo 
AntOOny Page 





Ca 101 Phillips 
James Pierce &Jani:e Pie,ce 
Jarrod Pie,ce 
.bhn W. Pinkrey 
Laurin E. Potter Jr. 
DannyW. Privett 
Ali:e M. P10wird 
Paul L R.ifferty & Mai ry .le.an Ratte rty 
Amarda �n 
Erin Clark Reel 
M?lanieS. Reese 










Nora M. Ri:hardson 
Ha10bl Rg;Jins 
Eileen M .  Rivers 
Mi:hel� !bbl 
Janet H. Rogers 
TOOmas lbgers 
Bill Rogers & Lirda Rogers 
Char m H. lbse Jr. & 4'nn K. lbse 
6.Jgene K. lbth 
Dennis W. lbwlard 
Cyrdi �ppe,rt 
May Lirg Russell 
Warda Sard?rson 
RChafd D .  ScaglOne &Janee F. 
ScaglOne 
Evargelia Schaaff 
Tyler P. Sch�el 





Wilson Shiffletr & Lirda W.Shifflett 
Stephen LS hivety & lbsema rie 
ShP.ely 
Vi,g in ia Shively 
Mini Simm:, ns 
C.SewnSmith& Fran C. Smith 
Laurie R. Smith 
PhilSmith&.byceSmith 
KristineSnO?r 













Bte rda Stubbs 





Lisa M. Thamasetr 
Otto J. Thamasett&Shirley A. 
Thamasett 
lbsema ry TOO mas 
lbma .b loompson 
MaryTtumon 
Howard E. T imberlale &Ca10le R. 
Timberlale 
4'rda Tinkler 





Clayton E. Turner& Peggy A. Turner 
Pat E. Turner Jr.& Martha P. Turner 
lesl>? VanderWal 
Jan-es W. Varce &Deborah D. Van:e 
Jen niter Vaiela 
Elizabeth W. ¼?.ach 
lbbertVia 
Stephanie Vining 
Teiesa J. Walton 
Warda s. WalDn 
Jen niter E. Wa rrp ler 
Helen P. Waniner-9.Hle 
Carey B. Washb.Jm 
W.SteveWuonJr. & !Uh C. Watson
Gtetchen W. Welch
RChafdWest
Geo,ge A. Wenel &Anna Mite Wenel
lwbecca E. Weybrght
Lois K. Whitmer 
Justin K. Whirt&4'nWhirt 
4'nn M .  Wggins 
Jennite r M. Willia ms 
TOO mas E. Williams &C ynthia S. 
Williams 










Jeffrey H. WoodNafd&Ann V. Myers 
Robin H. Woolfolk 
Jennite r Wrenn 
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FA CUL TY AND STAFF 
Aoo nym:us (2) 
RChardC. A::lams 
Benjamin D .Albers 
lbbert B.Ard?rsen 
Jennifer L Ba b:ock 
Gbria H. Bachrren 
Ste phen F. Ba10 n 
RyanW.Bennison 
Jada E .  Blinn 
lirda s. eo ..... ers 
James D. BO<Ylirg 
Rae Nii? I H. Bragg 
Tim:nhy J. B razill 
DwdW.9.Jshman 
Amarda L Campbell 




Chr irtine E .  Carr ilb 
MChael B.Cla1k 
Manhe-.\1 Cosner 
�lly E. Coverstone 
Nan R.Co\ert 
Stephen D. Cox'Sl 
.bseph M. CDC lert 
tvanCIUl 
Brian M. OJnningham 
D.:,.ynS. Celbow 
Elaine C .  Dellirger 
Lisa A. De'<\E")' 
Karie A. D:lroon 








Sara H gg ins Fillgera t:t '03 
Arge la I. Flage '08 
Marceb R. Fbies 
Caitlyn S. Fbry 
liisa E. Franzen 
Les lie M. Freie 
JamesJ. Fn.ieh 
Vi,g in ia H. Fug iniri '05 
Stephanie S. Gafdner 




Willia m M. Grant Jr. 
Krisenl.Grath.\ol 
Cliffofd D. Hau·ron 
Kimberly P. Harper 
Er in A. Harris 
Harriett E. Ha}es 
Eli1aberhJ. Henderson 
Megan O. Henry '19 
Ellen M. H Cl6 '94 
H cteyulo H iiuma 
Broole �nc:bll Hod;Jes 09 
HeOi M. Hoover 
Melissa M. HOO\e l 
Cara Colbert Hopson 
ColbyC. Horne 
D:, nna L Hos Ions 
Cynthia K .  How::tyshell-Shull'86 
Eli1abeth G. Howley 
RebeccaG.Hyhon 
James S.Josefson 
Anne B. �le, 
SharynW. �I� 
Curtis L �nc:bll '81 
Al�on �l"l}On 
Mos he Khu,gel 
Yu k;i H iiuma Kishda 
Narcy B .  Klancher 
RoMtf H.Kline 
ErCA. Kniss 
Tirrothy A. Kreps 
Melanie K. Lll liler 
�vinW.Lam 
Ashley D. Lllu10 
Gavin R. Lllv.oson 
Beth lehman 
Verne E. leinirger 
Sconl lemn 
.bylohr SamaMha J. Schlernillaue-r 
SamaMha R. I.Dnas Herd1Clus 6 .Schur ink 
Barbara Honie Long '88 Rebecca L Sdu1ink 
Elaine K. Long LeonaSevCk 
Stephen L lD rgenec ler Christian C.Shercbn 
Jessa E. luck Olivia A.Shifflett 
Ali Morr is lupto n 'l2 MorganSOOwalP.rShirley'OS 
.b hn D. Manson Maueen C. Silva 
Anne T. Marsh HowardC. Srriley 
Brarcbn D. Marsh Jauet L Smith '03 
MargieA. !uhsr WhirneyStoopSmilh '01 
Bryan Mathe-.Ys Jacq.eline Wells SpCer'67 
Sarah E. Mathe-M Philip T. SpC loor '85 
Tamua L M:Cray'84 Ben�minJ. Sports 'W 
lanJ. M:Neil'OS Rayrro rd W. Stu:t.vell 1177 
Diana S. Miller Gera t:tine Poppke Suter '06 
Ellen 9.Jrld'ot:ter Miller� Scon H. Suter 
lbbert R .  Miller 79 Sherry P. Ta lbort 
Ellen M. Mire hell Joan E .  Talley 
N Cholas IUb hie r Carin L Teets 
TesOOme lllblalerge'87 Justin G. Traxler'C6 
VCloe J. ll bnt'i:JaJd-Green AICe l Trupe 
Scott D. IUbrrison Roslyn Va,gas 
OJrtis B. Nolley 'b Rebecca H .  Wagner 
Deva O'Neil AICia D. \Ne.)ver 
�nneth S. Overway Le,oyG. Williams 
Abbie Parkturst AmardaJ.Woolf 
GingerW.Pan?oon Jason E. Ybarra 
Ardre-.N L Pe.arson Ranchll C. Ycurg 





Ann Rinooot:t Rainald 97 
PennyE. PealCbn 
DwOL Reznik 
Kristy Kane Rhea '02 
M-?g F. Riner 
CourtneyS. Richie 
11.oolis:sa Frank lbad:ap'92 
.bhn S. lbgers 
Tom E. Rose rgarth 
DianaJ. lbssbach 
Ca 101 A. Sche ppald 
CHURCHES 
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U,S,ed hete are Chuteh of the &ethfen con�ations. by dis trio. that comribuled to Bli� CoNege last Jisasl year. The JOtal rec.eived from Flis flOUP, 
coNec.ively. was J44.78S, which has rrr:sde a ttemendol.Js impact on OIJf students. 
ATLAHTIC SOUTHEAST SHEHAHDOAH SOUTHEASTERH Lyre hb.J,g 
NE'<Y Covena nr Bethel CedarCreek IUbunt Herrron 






Calvary RChrrord, West 
Arlirgton Cec:lu Grove, Brardywine AMO:h Roaoo le, Central 
Beaver Creek Cedar fun B,s,ett Roaoole, First 
Bethany Charbmsville Bethany Roaoole, Hollins !bad 
Brownsville Emmaruel Blacksb.Jg, glesia del 9.Jen Pastor Roaoo le, Ninth StlEE't 
9.JshCreek Eve,green Bl.le Ri::ge Roaoole, Williamson !bad 
D:mns\'ille Fairvie-.Y, Endless Caverns Boones Mill Smith IUbuniain Lllle 
Dranesvilte Flat lbck CedarBlJff SmirhRi\er 
fsirvie--N Friends llJn Cb,e<dale Sbnewall 
Fred?rCk Harrisonb.J,g, First Concord, Livirg Faith Topeco 




lDOJstGove Mcunt20o, lur� Daleville WEST MARVA 
Manassas P�asantValk-y D.Jrham, f&ace Covemnr 
Maror RcurdHiH 6::t>n, Firrt 
Petersb.J,g M?m:,rial 
Mdlard SmifhCreek Fairview, Rocky IUbunt 
Nolesville S1aunbn Fbyd, Remcer Felbwship 
Thurm:,nt S1.ga1G10\e Fraternity 
Unbn Brege Sunrise GerrreMOwn BrCk 
Wocdbrcge Vallo?yPile Gocd Shephe Id, B be 16 b.J,g 
Walerrens Grove GteenHill 
Wa lie rs Chapel .b res Chape I 
Wayresboo LllUfel Brarch 
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CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
&i� College aJlraas criical support from a M::triety of businesses, funding orgcnilll1ior,s and m01chir,g gift oomp:snies v.,e are proud to asN pamers. Hele v.,e 
Nst t'iese entities byl�ls: k'Nesbrs (Sl0,000+), Associ<lfes ($5,000-.W,999) P01ror,s (JlOOD-J4.999)and Cbnors (upto J999). 
IIIVESTORS 
(jilts of.U0.000 or More) 
The Cabell Fourdah:ln 
CentralTireCorpor�bn 
Franklin P.ardAnturW. Peld.Je Fourcbfon, Ire. 
Fred O. FunkOOuser Char ila ble rounct.tb n 
King A:counting & Ta.: Serv�, Ire. 
lettie Pate Whitehead Fo.m::btbn 
IUbrgrcge fsmityFourdatOn 
The lbdney I. Smirh Charitab� Furd of The 
Comrrunity Fourdatbn of th? Rappahanoock 
Ri\erP-egbn 
S mirh-M Oland Co rporaton 
T. lb"',e M:e P10gam Dr Charitable Givirg 
Virginia FcurdaO n br l rd?perd?ntColleges 
W&C Hatcher Desgnaed Furd of The Comrruniry 
Fourdation of Hauisonb.J,g ard lbckirgham 
County 
Wincheser Printeis, Inc. 
ASSOCIATES 
(1:,//ts of.IS.DOD» t;>,999) 
The Ara mar kCharita ble fund at the Varguard 
Charitable EncbNme-nt P1091am 
BankoftheJamE?S 
Car10II and Grace "P¥Sy" Guynn Merrorial R.m::t, 
a D:, oo r-Advised Furd at The Comrru nity 
Fourdation of the Central BU? RO:Je 
FillGera� Finareial G10.Jp 
The l.)yman Family Fourdafon 
Margaiet HulveyWr-;)htCharitabP. lead Trust 
NatOnalChrirtian FourcbtOn Indiana 
Set.Nab Charitable Furd 
Stacey De Haven M.?rrorial 6::u:atOn Fund 
The Village Inn 
The Wise Fourdatbn 
PATROIIS 
(1:,//ts of.lJ,000 » 14.999) 
Aoo nym:us (2) 
Allstote FourduOn 
ArtturW. Bo)Ce, PA 
Be nevity Comrru nity Impact Furd 
BUe R O:Je Tours, Ire. 
Brisbl-Myers Sq.Jibb fourdafon, Ire. 
Caieer Pie m�,e Conso rti.Jm 
Charities AO Fourdatbn of Amerca 
�lityCharihble Gift Furd 
General ElectrC rouncbtOn 
HcuffCharitable Fcurdatbn 
Hcuff family roundatOn 
l.)m Con;rructOnCompany 
The Merck Company Fourc:btion 
Nil:lrum Capital 
Plecler fsmi!yFund ofThe Comrrunity FcurmtOn 
of Harr iso nb.Jrg ard Rockirg ham Counry 
Raytheon Company 
ShellOilCompany rou ndatOn Matchirg Gifts 
State fsrmCompanies Fourdatbn 
Trumbo EkctrC, Ire. 




(l:,lfts up., Y999) 
Aoonym:,us 
AJ.S. Servm, Ire. 
Acad?mC Sn.dies Ph?Ss 
AcaOOmy IUbl'=Jage, Inc. 
16 ManagementServm, Ire. 
Air Cleaning Techoobgies, Ire. 
AMAC Pest ardOurcborSolJrOns, UC 
Anmor6mile FcurmtOn 
Aver health 
Basletball Guilct, LLC 
Be.ach's Home lmpro\ement 
BethAlan, LLC 
Bllestone Vin�rc:t, Ire. 
The Boeirg Company 
Bowles &Associates, Ire. 
The Boys of Summer Blalefie� rourdatOn, Ire. 
BrO:Jewater Family a rd Comrrunity6::ucatbn CUb 
9xhanan Senlement Ser\'i:es, lJd., Ire. 
CcdhillPiess 
The Cracked P illar Pub 
The Delta Airlines FcuncbtOn 
D:die's Drive In �miurant Inc. 
D:lminOn Energy Charitable Fcurc:btOn 
Dr. a rd Mrs. Ja rms F. Hamill Charitable Furd, a 
Cboor-Advised R.Jrd o fThe U.S. Charitable Gift 
TOJSt 
Eli Lilly a rd  Company roundatOn 
Evans-llJbo,e Insurance A;Jerey, Ire. 
First COO Ce Home He.ahh ServCes, LLC 
G. J.Ato:k EOL LLC 
Harris OffCe R.Jrnin.J,e Co., Ire. 
Ha)es l.)wn Serv;:e, Ire. 
Heilman �atty, LLC 
Inters rate Batteries of Non her n VA 
Irish Hospihlity, Ire. 
J &J BodySOO� Ire. 
Jalapeoo Sourtu-estGrill 
Jarms H. Rithie, Jr.AtbrneyAt UN 
Jeffersonville Family&GeriatrC MedCine, LLC 
.bhnson &.bhnson fsmilyofCompanies Matching 
Gifts Program 
JPSK Enterprises, UC 
Kathy IUbran Finareial Plannirg ard Investments, LLC 
Lam Em?rprise, Inc. 
line Dare irg Cham rs, LLC 
lo:ustGro\e Womerfs relbwship 
lonesome RO:Je f8 rm, Ire. 
MarlelCorporatOn Matchirg Gift Program 
Moon ardTD,? Investments, LLC 
Mr.Js Bagels3 
M)e rs and 'Woods Appra is.a I Group
NafunNO? rourdaton
New 'rork Flying Piua
NorfolkScuthern Fcurc:btOn Matchirg Gift
Program




Ramsey �arts &Assoc mes, Inc.
Shenanc:bah Valley U mpires, LLC
Sherwin E1ec1rca1serv;:es
Texas Instruments Fourdafun
Texas Tech University Piess
TLC Home lrrprovement
Town of BrO:Jewater 
USAA Match irg Gifr R.J rd
Virginia CommissOn for the Ans 
The Wair DisneyCompanyFourdatOn 
'Wells fsrgo Mathirg Gifts Program
Yancey & Peggy Fold Cha rirable Furd of The
ComrrunityFourdafon o f  Harrisonb.Jg and
Roclong ham Counry 
Ycu rg, N COO las, Branner & Phillips, LLP 
YcurCause, UC Trusee br Boeirg 
YcurCause, UC Trusee br NorfolkSourhern 
rourdaton 
YcurCause, UC Trus�e br'Wells fsrgo roundatOn 
IN HONOR 
Bridgewater College Class of 1949-1950 Football 
Teams 
Bridgewater College Class of 1974 
Bridgewater College Class of 2020 
Wilham H. Aiken Jr. '62 
Abigail J Allen '22 
Chnstopher A Ba got '06 
John G. Barr 
James E. Beahm'62 
Emmert F Bittinger'45 
James 0. Bowman '57 & Sylvia Kline Bowman '57 
Bridgewater College Office of Institutional 
Advancement Team 
Aaron D. Bunch '07 
Lauren E. Bunch '11 
Nolan L. Chase '08 
Michael 8. Clark & Sharon L. Clark 
Richard A Claybrook Jr '74 
Candace Breeden Cowan '10 
J Adam Craig '11 
R. Paul Davis '62 & Betty Rickman Davis '63 
Marshall W Cunn '12 & Holly Bird Dunn '12 
Philip E. Flory '75 & Ellie Hodge Draper Flory '72 
Wilham K. Gaulden '15 
IN MEMORY 
Deceased Members of the Class of 1970 
Margaret Landis Adams 
Mary G. Adams '63 
Doris Niswander Albaugh '55 
Wilham P.Albright 
Patncia Manlove Alderfer '68 
Raymond N. Andes '40 
Gene D. Armstrong '55 
Wilham E. Barnett 
Roger J Barn hart' 43 
Joseph E. Beahm '66 
Harold L Bowman '65 
Paul H. Bowman '34 
Warren D. Bowman Sr 1920 &Olive Bowman 
Sue Burkholder Brown '60 
A Edward Burgess '62 
Sarah R. Bursey '10 
L Daniel Burtner 'SO 
Elbridge H. Callahan '51 
Denise L. Clendaniel '78 
Robert J Coleman Jr. '77 
Samantha Comer Conley '98 
C Edward Cook Jr '68 
Raymond J Corbin 
Galen G. Craun Jr. '68 
Harold W. Craun '34 & Kathleen Garst Craun '35 
Anna Garber Crist '39 
David $. Cruden '79 
Judith Scruggs Cyr '63 
Jean Braunlich Davis '63 
Alice Hoehn de Kozlowski '75 
Richard J Demeri '74 
Michael D. Dobbs 'OS 
Aubrey C Duffer & Pauline Cook Duffer 
Kermit Early '47 
Amelia M. Gunn '20 
Douglas L Guynn 
Jenna K. Hallock '20 
Ashby Funkhouser Harpine '90 
Gwynn E. Hamson 
Jean R. Hawk 
Jennifer L. Hedrick '97 
MatthewW Huffman '02 & Megan Orndorff 
Huffman '03 
EricW Husselbaugh '21 
Hannah R. Johnson '19 
Lacey Harold Johnson '07 
James 8. Klawon '96 
Betty Halterman Kline 'SS
Orrin M. Kline Jr. '57 & Jane M. Kline 
June Sadd Kline 'SO 
Elizabeth L. Kyger 
Andrew S. Levin '14 & Brittany Napolitano Levin '14 
Lorraine Bittinger Lineweaver '71 & David R. 
Lineweaver 
Ralph C MacPhail Jr. '65 &Alice Hoffman MacPhail 
'64 
Laura S. Mapp 
Robert E. Meeks '10 
The Charles and Mary Showalter Fifer Family 
David M. Fike '96 
John W Fike 
Lole1ne Barnhart Fisher'46 
Levi S. Flora 1907 & Oda Shaver Flora 1907 
John S. Flory Jr. '32 
Wendell P. Flory '40 & Marie Mason Flory '45 
Mary Jo Flory-Steury '78 
V Lee Foltz '66 
Annabelle Berg Fouts 
Rebecca Buckner Funkhouser '63 
Harry M. Gardner 'SO 
Glenn S. Garner '47 & Margaret Schmidt Garner '46 
Boyd J Glick 
John E. Glick Jr. '60 
Paul E. Glick '52 
Edward N Hallock '60 
Harry J Hannah 
Joy Harner 
Jack R. Hinegardner '60 
James F. Hoak '55 
Elizabeth Bowman Hodge '46 
David L. Holl 
Lawrence H. Hoover Jr. 
Robert L. Hueston 
Gene Bowman Johnson '45 
Harry G. M. Jopson 
Lizabeth Calloway Judy '73 
Caroline Byrd Keeney '08 
George W Kent 
Thomas M. Kinder 
James J. Kirkwood 
Manown Kisor Jr. 
Donald Lester Kline 
E. Harley Kline '49 & Vera C Kline 
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Donald J Miller '08 
Jeffrey K. Miller '93 
William D. Miracle 
Barbara Brigham Mowery'00 
Robert R. Newlen '75 
Curtis 8. Nolley '76 
Andrew L. Pearson 
Anne Murray Reid '60 
Bonnie Forrer Rhodes '62 
Robert L. Simmons 111 '16 
John S. Spencer 
E. Duward Starkey '61 & Helen H. Starkey
Shane D. Stevens '79
Robert L Sto lzman '83 & Faye MG Stolzma n
Scott H. Suter
Emily N.  Valle '20
Jenna M. Walmer '19
Gretchen W Welch 
Mary HookerWeybright '54 
Carlyle Whitelow '59
Melvin E. Williams '95 
Sarah E. Wimer '22 
Eric M. Yetzer '93
John J Zack '73
Pau IM. Kline '53 
J Gregory Lam '71 
Allen W Larrick '51 
Donald N. Link '54 
John W Martin Jr. '44 
Mary Zigler Mason 1915 & Russell E. Mason 
Lee May & Ida Hinegardner May 
Carl McDan1els '51 
I 31 
David E. McKalips '51 & Helen Mason McKalips 'SO 
Challace J McMillin 
David G. Metzler 
Alan L. Miller '80 
Robert H. Morgan '69 
E. Early Muntzing '67 
Ernest E. Mu ntzing '31
John C Myers 1900
Vivian Costello Nanda '65
Mildred Schmidt Nethken '43
Bob Papin & Betty Papin
Alison Yowell Pazmino '95
KarlW Plumlee
Ash an i L. Pompey '17
Reno S. Powell Jr. & Vera G. Powel I 
Margaret Flory Rain bolt '37 
Judy M Reimer
Patricia Megee Reimer '66
R. Allen Rhodes '63 
Gary W Riner '64 
Jesse D. Robertson '45 
Bruce E. Robinson '68
W Harold Row '33 & Leona Zigler Row Eller '34
Elizabeth Row Ryder '37
C Daniel Sheffer '12
Ralph L. Shively 
Donald K. Smith '52 
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In Memory, conrinued 
Eugene E. Smirh '48 
Charles B. Somers Ill '67 
Linda Flory Sr out '67 
Wesley E. Straub '98 
Barbara JudyTaylor'50 
AmdeMichael Teferi 
Thomas R. Thornley Jr. 
Clayton N. Towers '51 
Evelyn Welch Trostle '51 
Hank Via & Kay Via 
Shirley Fulcher Wampler '57 
Fern Jenkins Washburn '55 
George C Welch Jr. 
David E. w,11 '83 
Rebecca Fifer Williams '68 
Frank A Williar '53 
LASTING CONNECTIONS 
Donna Miller Wilson '59 
Mary Alrce Phillips Womble '54 
Lindsay C Woolfolk Jr. '59 
We are grateful to Bridgewater for a strong academic program and other 
experiences during our college years that enabled our career successes and 
contributed to our fulfilling lives. As first-generation college students, our 
scholarships were invaluable. We give so that others can have these opportunities, 
and, with a company matching gift program, our dollars help even more. 
-Lisa '88 and Alan '88 Borgwardt (parents of Thomas Borgwardt '18)
BEQUESTS 
Anonymous 
A Edward Burgess '62 
Eston L. Crickenberger 
Doris Eller Heisel '56 & John C Heisel 
J Ralph Hollenberg & Jean B. Hollenberg 
Myron S. Miller'47 
Robert A Myers '72 
Paul W Pelcher '43 
John E. Sayre '51 & Gaynell Wampler Sayre '51 
Ralph L. Shively 
Mary Kathryn G. Simmons 
Nelson R. Waldrop 111 '64 
Ramona M. Whetzel '60 
Gloria Bohn Wilson '46 
William B. Yingling 1915 
'Deceased 
HONORARY ALUMNI 
1997 Mary Grace Martin' 
2001 Carolyn C Driver' 
2001 Mary Spitzer Etter' 
2001 Ralph L. Shively' 
2005 Bonnie Lou Wampler 
2008 Daniel S. Geiser' 
2012 Sara S. King' 
2018 Anne Will 
2019 John KennyForrer'31 
NAMED FUNDS 
Hundreds of donors over the College's life have created endowed scholarship 
funds, Today, the College is posilloned to complement the endowed scholarship 
program w1rh an equally robusr current scholarship fund m which 100% of rhe 
conrriburions are disrnbured as scholarships, 
CURRENT SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS 
With a $50,000 commirment, donors may name a current scholarship, In addi­
//On to having 100% of rhe g1fr d1srnbuted as scholarship, donors can also es­
rablish a legacy or honor anorher's memory These currenr scholarships provide 
Bridgewarer College the criricai flexib1liry to lower financial hurdles for srudenrs 
arrending BC -an investment wirh immediate, life-changing impacr, Our gener­
ous donors have creared rhe currenr scholarship funds i1Sred below. 
Class of 1971 Current Scholarship Fund 
ENDOWED FUNDS 
Endowed funds provide an opportuni/'j to creare a las/Ing source of supporr 
ro studenrs, facuiry and College programs, The pnnc1pal of endowed funds 1s 
permanenriy 1nvesred, while rhe earnings are spenr 1n supporr of rhe fund's pur­
pose, providing spendable re sources in perpetw/'j, Our generous donors have 
creared endowed funds listed below. 
INSTITUTES 
Kline-Bowman Institute for Creative Peacebuilding 
Zane D, Showker lns111u1e for Responsible Leadership 
Wade Institute for Teaching and Learning 
CHAIRS 
A, LeRoy and Wanda Harmon Baker Chair of Science 
Carman G. Blough Chair of Accounting 
Harry G, M, Jopson Chair of Biology 
Lawrance S, and Carmen C Miller Chair in Ethics 
Anna Beahm Mow Chair of Religion 
W Harold Row Chair of International Studies 
The William W Thomas Chair of Humane Leners 
PROFESSORSHIPS 
The Edwin L, Turner Distinguished Professor of History 
FACULTY ENHANCEMENT FUNDS 
John S, Flory, Sr. Endowment in the Humanities 
Philosophy and Religion Endowment for Faculty Enhancement 
Martha B, Thornton Faculty Recognition Award 
Ben and Janice Wade Outstanding Teaching Award 
PROGRAM FUNDS 
Carman G. Blough Library Fund 
Paul H, Bowman Book Fund 
Harry F. Byrd, Jr. Business Endowment 
Newton D, Coo I Book Fund 
Endowment for Library Acquisitions in The Humanities 
Earl Flory Summer School Endowment 
L loyd and Margaret Gochenour Library Fund 
Samuel Harley Summer School Endowment 
Lester Hoover Summer School Endowment 
Dr. John W, Martin, Jr. Summer Research Endowment 
Lula A Miller Endowment for Library Enrichment in the Humanities 
G, Wand Edith Pelcher Memorial Fund 
Summer School Scholarship Endowment 
W P, Williams Summer School Endowment 
LECTURESHIPS 
Harold H, Hersch Educational Fund 
Anna B, Mow Symposium 
Alison Yowell Pazmino Memorial Fund 
W Harold Row Symposium 
Weimer Christian Vocation of Peace and Peace Making Lectureship Fund 
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SCHOLARSHIPS 
Margaret Landis Adams Memorial Scholarship 
Lucy Ash more Adamson Pre-Med Scholarship 
Raymond and Virginia Andes Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Armbruster Family Endowed Scholarship 
ErnestW, and Hilda L.Ausherman Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Dr.A LeRoy Baker Scholarship 
Bruce James Bandle Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Leona K, Barlow Endowment for Scholarship 
Irene Sanderson Beahm Scholarship Fund 
James E. Beahm Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Bertha Negley Bergum Scholarship Fund 
Blue Ridge Alumni Scholarship 
John W Boi1no11 Endowed Scholarship Fund 
J. Ralph Bon sack Scholarship
Pearl Boor Scholarship
Berkley 0, and Edith Fry Bowman Scholarship
Cletus B. and Geraldine H. Bowman Scholarship
Glenn C. Bowman Endowed Scholarship Fund
Ruth B, Bowman Endowed Scholarship Fund
Samuel Joseph and Sue Virginia Bowman Endowed Scholarship
Warren D, and Olive Smith Bowman Memorial Scholarship Fund
J. Leonard and Thelma Kenne11 Branch ACE Scholarship
Bridgewater College Alumni Association Scholarship Fund
Bridgewater College Alumni Association Augusta County Scholarship
Bridgewater College Class of 1950 Scholarship Fund
Bridgewater College Class of 1952 Golden Scholarship
The Class of 1962 Endowed Scholarship
Class ofl963 Endowed Scholarship
Class ofl964 Endowed Scholarship Fund
Class ofl965 Scholarship Fund
Class of 1966 Scholarship Fund
The Class of 1967 Gateway to Excellence Endowed Scholarship Fund
Class ofl970 Endowed Scholarship Fund
Class ofl991 Endowed Scholarship Fund
William L, Brown Scholarship Fund
Mary Coffman Bryant, and her son, Warren Lynn Bryant Endowed Scholarship
Fund 
Charles Henry and Linnie Louise Miller Buckle Endowed Scholarship Fund 
John William Burgess and Ida Lieu Ila Burgess Memorial Scholarship Fund 
The Robert 0, and Maxine Wakeman Burkholder Endowed Scholarship Fund 
L, Daniel and Louise Roller Burtner Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Harry F. Byrd, Jr, Scholarship Fund 
A, Joseph and Orpha H, Caricofe Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Anna 8, Caricofe Scholarship Fund 
J,H, and Betty Caricofe Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Christian Faith Endowed Scholarship 
Richard A Claybrook, Jr, Endowed Scholarship Fund 
David and Effie Cline Scholarship Fund 
William H, and Gertrude B. Coffman Memorial Education Scholarship Fund 
Margie Ann Conner Scholarship Fund 
Horace V, and Mary M, Cox Scholarship Fund 
The Ronald V. and V1ole1 Siron Cox Scholarship Fund 
Dr, Galen Glick Craun, Sr, Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Warren, Robert and Laura Craun Scholarship Fund 
Eston Leon Crickenberger Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Joseph M, and Jane A Crocke11 Award Endowed Fund 
Crumme11 Family Scholarship 
Davis Family Scholarship Fund 
Stacey Lynn DeHaven Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund 
J. B, and Berty D, Dillon Educational Fund
W Burton Dillon Scholarship Fund
The Michael Dobbs Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund
Irvin David Driver and Willie Long Driver Family Memorial
John L. Driver Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Howard G, Dull Endowed Scholarship Fund
Jessie Ball du Pont Scholarship Fund
John W, and Lurene M Durna Award for Excellence in Pre-Law Studies 
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Named Funds, continued 
Eller Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund 
David Newton Eller and Lydia Alice Graybill Eller Memorial Scholarship 
Jessie Mae Conner Eller Memorial Scholarship Fund 
LesterS. and Edna Mae Evans Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Carson L. F1ferScholarsh1p Fund 
Mary Margaret Showalter Fifer and Charles Frederick Fifer Memorial Fund 
John W1ll1am Fike Endowed Scholarship Fund 
G. Wayne Flora Memorial Scholarship Fund 
James S. and Ann B. Flora Endowed Scholarship Fund 
The Flora-Swartz-Wilson Heritage Scholarship Fund 
D.C. Flory Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Orville C. and Mary S. Flory Scholarship Fund 
Dorothy Bumgardner Fogle Endowed Scholarship Fund 
F. Bruce Forward, Jr. Scholarship Fund 
Luther Charles Fultz Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Harold L. and Isabelle Fisher Garber Endowed Scholarship Fund
The John C. and Sally S. Garber Scholarship Fund 
Robert B. and Edith A Garber Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Dr. Harry M Gardner Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Nora "Sugar" Bollinger Garman Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Rachel H. Garner Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Margie John Garst Music Scholarship 
Daniel S. and Elizabeth G. Geiser Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Wayne F. and E. Maurine Ge1sert Endowment Fund
Helen and Irving Gilner Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Geraldine Zigler Glick Memorial Scholarship Fund 
John E., Sr. and Mary M1ller Gl1ck Endowed Scholarship Fund 
John l, Effie Evers, and Paul Emerson Glick Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Simon D. and Ruth L. Gl1ckScholarsh1p Fund 
Margaret Steagall Glover Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Carroll and Nina Goodridge Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Green-Simms-Scott Education Endowment Fund 
Hargett Family Scholarship Fund 
Samuel A and Elsie Hollen Harley Scholarship Fund 
Dr. John S. Harman Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Alvin T. and Macie M. Harmon Endowed Scholarship Fund
H. L. Harns Endowed Scholarship Fund
John H. and Dorothy Schmoyer Harshbarger Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Guy N. and Edna W. Hartman Scholarship Fund 
The Irene C. Hatcher Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Nancy Jo Grossnickle Haupt Endowed Scholarship Fund 
John R. and Katherine Lambert Hays Scholarship Fund 
Helping Hand Scholarship 
Henley-Fisk Scholarship 
Maurice K. and Gray R. Henry Scholarship Fund 
The Hewitt Family Equestrian Scholarship Fund 
H1gn1te Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Paul S. Hill Endowment Fund
J W. Hines Scholarship Fund
Dr. Cecil E. Hinkel Endowed Scholarship Fund
John R. and Melissa M. Hipps Family Heritage Scholarship Fund
Warren W. Hobbie Scholarship Fund
Charles J and Floy N. Hoke Endowed Fund
David Laverne and Miriam M. Holl Memorial Scholarship Fund
W1ll1am and Susan Honeycutt Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Jacob A and K1tt1e Danner Hoover Scholarship Fund
John H. and Annie Rebecca Flory Hoover Memorial Scholarship Fund
Aaron M Horst Scholarship Fund
S. Ruth Howe Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Robert L. Hueston Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Nelson l Huffman Bridgewater Rotary Endowed Scholarship Fund 
The Hylton Family Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Henry C. and Margaret H. Ikenberry Endowed Scholarship Fund 
John W1ll1am Sr. and Ida Barnhart Ikenberry Scholarship Fund 
Dr. Harry G. M. "Doc" Jopson Scholarship 
Caroline Byrd Keeney Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Janice and Stanley Keller Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Rufus Bucher King and Wanda Hoover King Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Wanda Hoover King Endowed Scholarship Fund 1n Family and Consumer 
Sciences 
Donald Lester Kline Memorial Scholarship Fund 
John M. Kline, Jr. Family Memorial Music Scholarship Fund 
Paul M. and Betty H. Kline Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Wilmer M. and Nora Harley Kline International Scholarship Endowment 
Kodukula Endowed Scholarship Fund 
The Louise R. Lanier Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Charles D. and Vergie C. Lantz Endowed Scholarship Fund 
S. Floyd and M1nn1e Laugh run Scholarship 
Dr. Bernard S. Logan Memorial Scholarship Fund 
I. S. and Effie V Long, Madeleine Long Arthur Scholarship Fund 
Edward Lukens Scholarship Fund 
The Laura S. Mapp Scholarship Fund 
Rev. and Mrs.A L.B. Martin Scholarship Fund 
Maryland Education Scholarship Fund 
Russell E. and Mary Zigler Mason Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Lee and Ida Hinegardner May Memorial Scholarship Fund
W. Holmes and Reefa Hoover McGuffln Memorial Scholarship 
Robert M. and Mary E. McKinney Endowment Fund 
Dr. David K. "Doc" McOu1lk1n Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Metzler Family Scholarship Fund 
AD. and Emma Grace MIiier Educational Fund 
David R. and S. Frances Wampler MIiier Memorial Scholarship Fund
Edna L. (Peg) MIiier and George W MIiier Family Scholarship Fund 
Herman B. and Frances M. Miller Endowed Scholarship Fund 
The Lowell A and PeggyW MIiier Scholarship 
Lula A Miller Endowed Scholarship Fund 
M1norC. and Agnes Shipman MIiier Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Russell and Cleo Driver Miller Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Miller-Michael Music Scholarship
Naomi Louise Mills Memorial Scholarship Fund 
W1ll1am D. Miracle Scholarship Fund
S. Earl and Vera W. Mitchell Endowed Scholarship Fund
Monger Family Endowed Scholarship
Kathryn Leigh Moore Memorial Scholarship Fund 
P. Buckley Moss Special Education Scholarship Fund 
James A Mumper and Leone C. Mumper Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Abner H. and Eunice Naff Myers Endowed Scholarship
John C. Myers Memorial Scholarship
Mark Early Myers, Sr. and Dorothy Miller Myers Scholarship Fund
Ernie Neff and Susan G. Neff Scholarship Fund
Miles K. and Joyce E. Nelson Scholarship 
Nolen-Henneberger Endowed Scholarship 
Richard D. Obenshain Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Jasper H. and Edna Wampler Pence Scholarship Fund 
Karen Lee "P1x1e" Perdue Scholarship Fund 
Esther Mae Wilson Petcher Memorial Scholarship 
Merlin K. Peterson and Mary K. Simmons Memorial Scholarship 
Dr. Richard M Petre Scholarship Fund 
Leland F. Pittman and Rebecca K. Pittman Endowed Scholarship 
Pleasant Hill Church of the Brethren Scholarship 
Margaret Flory Wampler Rainbolt Scholarship Fund 
W1ll1am S. and Betty M Ray Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Garland L. Reed Endowed Chemistry Award 
The Ruth E. (Stull) Ridder Memorial Scholarship Fund 
David L. Rogers Scholarship Fund 
Earn1e J and Viola Rowe Scholarship Fund 
H. Edgar and Mary E. Royer Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Helen Early Ruby Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Russian International Studies Student Scholarship Fund 
W1ll1am G. and Wanda A Ryan Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Charles Miller Sackett and Marilee Miller Sackett Scholarship Fund 
Homer N. and Bertha MIiier Sackett Memorial Scholarship Fund
Roger E. Sappington Memorial Scholarship Fund 
Albert L. and Loretta S. Sauls Scholarship Fund 
Dora V1rg1n1a Schmidt Memorial Scholarship Fund 
The Joseph K. Scott Family Scholarship Fund 
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.bseph BrrerSeehornard Bessie DiehlSeehorn �rrorialScOOlarship R.Jrd 
Norman A.a rd Anna BON man Seese Erd:IY.Ed ScOObrship ford 
Anna Mary BopstSh.:tN ard Irma Bopst BonsackScholarship 
Scherrtg (Shere� Family, J.Arttur Allison ard D:lra Clark Allison Erd:lwed 
Schob rs hip Fund 
PaulW.Shiflet Erd:l'Nl'?dScO larship Furd 
Catherine M.Shiv'ely M?rrorialScholarship Fund 
Emma Whisler Shi\e ty Merro rial ErcbY..':d Sc 00 lars hip R.J rd 
le\'i S .  Shi\.ely M?rrorialScO larship in Mathemai:s 
Dr .  Ralph L S hil.e ly Ercb.Yed Sc 00 lars hip A.J rd 
VCbria WeybrghfSO emalerScO brship 
Arva V.SO rt Erd:IY.e::t ScOOluship Furd 
Sh.JII-Huffman Muse ScO larship Furd 
I.Dien S. ard M iriam Bb1.gh Simpson Ercb'<\edScO larship Furd 
Ca10tyn "Carle" R inehartSmithScholarship Fund 
Dwd G.ard Ma,gie fl!kiss CkSmilh Erd:1..-..edScO larsh ip Furd 
Mabel GIC kS mith Ercb,.,.ed Scholars hip Furd 
Mary Hoover S mirh Scholars hip Fund 
SIY)der family En:bNed ScOOlarship R.Jrd 
Sardra ThaclerScuthafd Merrorial Erd:I...._Ed ScO larship R.Jrd 
Perry Fra nklin Spitler ard Emma Mabel Ba�in Spitzer M?m:11ialSchola rship
Furd 
Ra rda ll Anna Snade r and Gie1: hen Pirtirger Spoe,le in EncbNed Sc O la rs hip 
A.Jgt::v H. Sr.John Erd:l"'-'?dScO la rship in family ard ConsumerScierces 
A.Jlh WeybrghtS1aiuffer O,ganSc OOlarship R.Jrd 
Effie lillmerSfCl&?y Merrorial ScOOlarship Furd 
Phil and Che rrill Stone Scholars hip for Firsf Ge ne,raton Co liege Sll..de nts 
Stone,r-lbop MerrorialScOOlarship R.Jrd 
R. Haynes and Ch rinine, Shively St,ad?r Enc:bNed Schol.a rs hip Fund 
Wesley 6::t.NardStr<I.Jb MerrorialScholarship Fund
Vi,ginia Garber ColeStrCkler Merrorial ScOOlarship R.Jrd
Dr .  S uan R. Surer Encb.Yed Sc 00 brs hip R.J rd
Geo,ge W.ardAvis M.mdySwam Erd:I...._Ed ScO larship Furd 
The Stephen Tayman Merrorial M.JsC ScO lars hip Furd 
Jacob TOOmas family Erd:l'M:d ScO larship 
TOOrras R. Thornley M.isC ScOOlarship Furd 
Trout familyScOOlarship Furd 
Dale V. Ul1Ch Phys CS ScOOlarship 
The Karl lb ben Ve,ell Sc 00 larship Furd 
Orland "Jacl<' Wages Br c:ge-Mlte r lbtary Scholars hip Fund 
Ben�minO .ardCr�tal C. i\.erWakeman Scholarship 
Geo,ge H. Wale man Erd:lwed IUlerrorialScholarship Furd 
Charles W. Wampler,Sr.Scholarship Furd 
Fred?rCkJ.ard Ernest M .  Wampler and Wives Erd:l"'-'?dScO larship 
.bhn B. Wampler Erd:I...._Ed ScOOlarship R.Jrd 
The RC k a  rd Steve Wampler M.rthfCo mp.Jter Sc ierce EncbNed Sc OOlars hip 
Amid 
The !Uh ard Steve Watson Phibsophy Award Furd 
.b hn W. Wayla rd Erd:l....,�d Schol.a rs hip Fund 
Nelson T. ard Hele n M .  Wetsel FamilyScOOlarship 
The Haro� R.ard Mary H. WeybrghtScO larship Furd 
.bhn E. Wh� MathermtCS Erd:l"'-'?dScholarship Fund 
lbwla rd ard Ethel TOO mas W hiJ? hair Seto la rsh ip 
faith, IU1.11iel Carly1e ardAlfiedWhitebw Family Erd:lwedScholarship Furd 
Garia rd L Whitmer ard Lois K. Whitmer Erd:l....,�dScOOlarship Furd 
Whitrro,e Sisters Erd:ly,:edSchobrship Fund 
DavO E. Will Erd:I...._Ed ScO larship R.Jrdfonhe Supponof PublCAccountirg 
N. Page Wil lardAnnCristWill ScO larship
ElbyC.ard &elyn lb lier Wilson Erd:I...._Ed ScO larship R.Jrd 
Gbria Bohn Wilson Erd:l"'-'?dSchobrship Fund 
The C. .  Linda KnghtWilson Enc:tu.:edSchobrship Fund 
Albert ard Go�>? Wine, Senior Min ineria I EncbNed Scholars hip Fund 
.b hn 6.gene, Wine Enc:bM?d Schob rs hip Fund 
Wil liam E .  a rd Ma,gun K. Wine, Erd:I...._Ed Sc 00 lars hip R.J rd 
Emily Miller Wise Enc:bNed Sc OOlars hip R.Jnd 
&:gar N.ardOdt?ssa lbbersonWrght Merrorial ScOOlarship Furd 
OTHER 
Mary flsbo,e A�hilerQuasi-Enc:bNment 
Dr. Emmen F. Birtirge r Erd:l"'Ed R.J rd 
Paul H. Bowmanard Fbra Hoover Bowman Erd:lwment 
Class of 1968 Enc:bNed Fund for the Center for Ergaged le.a rnirg 
Frerds of Brc:gt:'<\-aterCollege 6::f.JestrianCe nterQuasi-Erd:lwment 
Fbra Ninirger Bp_gh Camp.JS 8euificaWn Erd:lwment 
Chr inia n l.e.ade rs hip Erd:lwme nt Furd 
Daleville Erd:lwrrent 
Dr . bhn S .  Fbry Felbwship ofScO lars Enc:bNment 
Football Sq.Jad of '4 9 -50 Erd:lwment 
V. Lard E. R. Fred?rCkEncbNment
FiedO.ardVi,ginia C .  Funklo.JserCenterfor He.alrhardWellress Erd:lwment
Geisen Sc 00 la r Athlete Awa rd 
Heisey, Neher, UlrCh EncbNed Furd 
Dr. Jacob S. Huffrmn Outrta rdirg S IU:enf l.e.ad?rs hip Award Enc:bNed Fund
The Nelson T .  Huffrran Ercb.Yed M.JsC R.Jrd 
Melissa D.Jett Merrorial R.Jrd 
.bpson Erd:l....,EdTraclo'Cross Country Furd 
.b pson Quasi• Erd:lwment b r Sc ierce 6::fJ ipment 
Otis D. Kitchen EncbN ment 
Muk leather man Enc:bNed Fund for Co nnectirg a rd Comrru nity Buitjirg 
Haiel.bres l.Ewis EncbNment 
A. D. and Emma Grace Miller Erd:lwment
The ReveiendWilfied E. ard Dr. .byce A. Nolen Furd for Muse Enc:bNment
Re�I B .  Pritchetr Museum Erd:lwment
R. Coleman ard Anne, M.irray ReO En:b.Yment Fund for Corrm.mityServio?
HarryW. ard Ina Mason Shank Pe.ace Stud>?S Erd:lwment
Shium MerrorialGarden Erd:lwment R.Jnd
Frarces E. Silliman M?rrorial Erd:lwment Furd
Charles 0. ard J.dirhShiecld'lise Sn Cider Personal Oevebpmenf Fbrtfolio
Erd:lwme nt Furd 
Ma,gaiet G,man V/e.a\Er lnsriture for Local Hisbry ardOJltJ,e 
Ivan D.ard 8enie Wilson Erd:l....,ed Furd 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 2019-2020 
ACTIVE TRUSTEES 
D. Cory Adamson 
Andrew B. Agee
G. Steven Agee 
Nancy M. Bowman 
J. Russell Bruner 
David W. Bushman 
D. Bruce Christian 
Mensel D. Dean Jr. 
Michael D. Del Giudice 
William S. Earhart
Carl R. Fike
A. Wesley Graves VI
Lawrence M.Johnson 







Robert I. Stolzman 
Donna P. Walker 
James H. Walsh 
G. BenJam1n Wampler 
James L. Wilkerson
COLLEGE LEADERSHIP 2019-2020 
David W. Bushman 
President 
Roy W. Ferguson Jr. 
Executive Vice President 
Leslie M. Frere 
Vice President for Student Life and Dean of Students 
Anne B. Keeler 
Vice President for Finance and Treasurer 
Curt Kendall 
Director of Athletics 
Dewey M. Williard 
KathyG. Wright 
David A. Young 
EX-OFFICIO TRUSTEE 
Jeffrey K. Miller 
LIFE TRUSTEES 
Pasco M. Bowman II 
Violet S. Cox 
Susan L. Craun 
YanceyW. Ford Jr. 
J. Manley Garber 
W. Wallace Hatcher 
Abbie G. Parkhurst 
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James L. Keeler 
Marion E. Mason 
F. Gary Osborne
Anne M. Reid 
Ronald E. Sink 
C. Ray Smith 
Rodney I. Smith 
Barbara B. Stoltzfus
J. Paul Wampler
Associate Vice President for Marketing & Communications 
Michael A Post 
Vice President for Enrollment Management 
Leona A. Sevick 
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affmrs 
Maureen C. Silva 
Vice President for lnstlfut1onal Advancement 
I 3
7
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2019-2020 
R. Jeffrey Postans '79 
President
Bradley S. Hallock '86 
President-Elect 
Jill Dellinger Early '91 
Secretary 
Jeffrey K. Miller '93 
Past President/Trustee L1mson 
Peter H. Barlow '04 
DelmerG. Botkin '64 
Ripples Society President 
Tina Lowe Brockman '11 
Jessica Dulin Burtner '06 
Victoria L. Callahan '20 
Senior Class President 
Lori M. Carlton '12 
Jillian M. Carpenter '18 
Permanent Class President 
Jennie E. Draper '03 
Emily Shonk Edwards '97 
Daryl L. Funk '04 
FAMILY COUNCIL BOARD 2019-2020 
Suzanne Bushman, Chair 
M. Travis Andrews '93 & Sara Wilkerson Andrews '94 
Gary Cook & Gina M. Cook
Michael Deputy & Linette R. Deputy
Amanda Curry Graziano '95 
Marsha Richardson Hahn '76 
Johnny Haizel-Cobbina '19 
Permanent Class President 
Jennifer L. Hedrick '97 
Andrew T. Kirkner '10 
Kimberly A. Kirkwood '83 
Joshua A. Law '13 
Shari Huffman Payne '93 
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